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CLIMATE CHANGE
Victoria: the science, our people and our state of play
The warming around Australia is consistent with the global pattern and cannot be explained by natural variability alone.

CSIRO AND THE AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY, STATE OF THE CLIMATE 2012

Victoria’s climate is naturally variable and severe weather events such as bushfires and floods have occurred throughout history. Climate change may lead to changes in the distribution, intensity and frequency of events like these. Some recent events …… are consistent with scientific understanding of conditions that may be more likely in a warmer world, compared to natural variability alone. However, it is very difficult to identify the specific causes of individual extreme weather events.

REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN VICTORIA, VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENT MELBOURNE, MARCH 2012

When I testified before the US Senate in the hot summer of 1988, I warned of the kind of future that climate change would bring to us and our planet. I painted a grim picture of the consequences of steadily increasing temperatures, driven by mankind’s use of fossil fuels. But I have a confession to make: I was too optimistic.

My projections about increasing global temperature have been proved true. But I failed to fully explore how quickly that average rise would drive an increase in extreme weather.

In a new analysis of the past six decades of global temperatures, my colleagues and I have revealed a stunning increase in the frequency of extremely hot summers, with deeply troubling ramifications for not only our future but also for our present.

This is not a climate model or a prediction but actual observations of weather events and temperatures that have happened. Our analysis shows it is no longer enough to say global warming will increase the likelihood of extreme weather and to repeat the caveat that no individual weather event can be directly linked to climate change. To the contrary, our analysis shows that, for the extreme hot weather of the recent past, there is virtually no explanation other than climate change.

JAMES HANSEN, DIRECTOR NASA GODDARD INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES, AUGUST 2012

Let us pursue the impending energy revolution even more resolutely so that 100% of our energy can be supplied from renewable sources as soon as possible. At least we would not have made any mistakes if – which I doubt – we discovered in a few decades that CO₂ emissions were not responsible for climate change after all. All that we would then have done is trigger the unavoidable changeover to other energy sources somewhat earlier. And we would leave some of that precious raw material called oil for future generations. Let us tackle this industrial change now – we have nothing to lose.

PROF. PETER HÖPPE HEAD OF GEO RISKS RESEARCH/CORPORATE CLIMATE CENTRE, MUNICH RE, 2011

We need to support each other, collaborate and share, push the boundaries, mainstream the issues, communicate better and make reporting more effective.

COMMUNITY MEMBER, SW VICTORIA, MANY PUBLICS: PARTICIPATION INVENTIVENESS AND CHANGE CFES, APRIL 2012
INTRODUCTION

Rigorous analysis and objective reporting of scientific knowledge which includes people, culture and policy is at the core of my approach to environmental reporting.

The State of the Environment Report 2013 (SOE) will be a synthesis of the work of scientists and practitioners and it will provide and integrate material to reflect a localised, Victorian perspective on environmental trends.

In my reporting framework for the State of the Environment report 2013, Science, Policy, People produced in accordance with the section 17 of the Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability Act 2003 (the Act), I outlined my intention to deliver a report which would inform the Victorian community about the health of the natural environment and influence government to achieve environmental, social, cultural and economic sustainability.

My framework identified an audience for environmental reporting beyond policy makers and legislators - that of a public with an increasingly sophisticated appreciation of environmental issues. This caused me to re-evaluate traditional forms and processes of environmental reporting. Broadening the audience for the SOE also necessitated a change in reporting timeliness. A new urgency has developed in providing information to people about the science, environmental trends and the policy response.

To address these issues I undertook to release three foundation papers as part of the research and engagement process for the production of the SOE report.

This Climate Change Foundation Paper outlines climate change impacts in the Victorian context. This paper is published as other rigorous, highly authoritative and leading commentary from Price Waterhouse Coopers Low Carbon Economy Index 2012, the United Nations Policy Implications of Permafrost Warming, the World Meteorological Organization 2012: Record Arctic Sea Ice Melt, Multiple Extremes and High Temperatures and the World Bank report Turn down the heat, each recite scrupulous examinations of the science and impacts of climate change and our role in generating it. In the light of this deeply concerning commentary I am reinforced in the view that this paper is both necessary and timely. The material presented in this paper, reflecting the science and our work and consultation over the last two years is an invitation to consider the questions raised. The issues for consideration are complex and responses will evolve over time, and at all levels. The international community is continuing to work through this complexity, as evidenced in the recent United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Doha Conference. The pace for some is too slow, however this does not lessen the need or urgency of continued efforts.

The Biodiversity and Land Foundation Paper will focus on managing land for biodiversity outcomes - threats to biodiversity, incentives for private landholders to manage for biodiversity outcomes, monitoring & reporting.

The Water Foundation Paper will focus on urban water issues, incorporating integrated water cycle management, water sensitive urban design, stormwater management and innovation.

---

Governments can be greatly assisted in their regulatory and decision making processes by independent authorities who provide insights into community aspirations and instructive, balanced comment on the policy process.

**Purpose of this paper**

There are many areas in government and academia conducting research and analysing environmental trends – working to bring the best possible scientific knowledge to our considerations of policy direction and public debate. Each ‘discipline’ is seeking to explain biophysical changes and social dynamics through rigorous scientific inquiry and research processes relevant to it. Interdisciplinary, cross sectoral discussion and community involvement is still evolving and gives societal meaning to the new knowledge and facilitates appropriate actions.

The purpose of this **Climate Change Foundation Paper** is to provide an independent and integrated presentation of some of the impacts of climate change in a Victorian setting. It is not intended to replicate the work which has already been undertaken on climate change impacts, bushfires, floods or infrastructure implications but rather to mine those works for insights and present them in a way which may assist the Victorian community – the broader constituency and audience for environmental reporting – to better understand some of the scientific and policy issues we need to consider as we decide on how best to protect and manage our natural resources.

This foundation paper is intended to encourage a lively and productive exchange of ideas and an ongoing discussion about good and best practice in determining responses to the risks which attend our natural environment and the significant economic, social and cultural role the environment has in the lives of Victorians.

Independent statutory roles, such as mine, have a unique function in our system of government. They stand at a distance from government and, depending on their legislative accountabilities, undertake independent investigations or analysis and provide impartial reports. Governments can be greatly assisted in their regulatory and decision making processes by independent authorities who provide insights into community aspirations and instructive, balanced comment on the policy process. I intend for my reporting functions, and the engagement processes of my office, to provide such a contribution to the Victorian Government.

**Our situation as told by the science**

Australia’s pre-eminent climate science scholars and reporters, CSIRO and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), have now provided the public with two reports on the State of the Climate (2010 and 2012). They have also provided us with two reports through the South Eastern Australian Climate Initiative (SEACI), which also provides valuable science in the context of climate change and variability in our part of the world. These documents give us cogent and compelling analysis and commentary on climate change in our region.
Some facts
CSIRO/BoM *State of the Climate 2012* (SOC2012) tells us:
- each decade since the 1950s has been warmer than the previous one
- Australian annual-average daily maximum temperatures have increased 0.75°C
- Australian annual-average daily mean temperatures have increased by 0.9°C
- Australian annual-average overnight minimum temperatures have warmed by more than 1.1°C since 1910.

2010 and 2011 were Australia’s coolest years recorded since 2001 due to two consecutive La Niña events which drive temperatures down but, even subject to this phenomenon, 2011 was the warmest La Niña year on record and still warmer than all but one year in the 20th century.

SOC2012 also reports that global average mean sea level rose faster between 1993 and 2011 than during the whole 20th century. Australia is an island continent and our climate is influenced by systems over the Indian, Southern and Pacific oceans. Sea surface temperatures around Australia have increased faster than the global average and in 2010 recorded temperatures were the highest on record increasing by 0.8°C since 1910.

Some projections
SOC2012 states that climate models suggest:
- Australian average temperatures are projected to rise by 1.0 to 5.0°C by 2070 when compared with the climate of recent decades – this means an increase in the number of hot days and warm nights and a decline in cool days and cool nights
- An increase in the number of droughts is expected in southern Australia but it is also likely that there will be an increase in intense rainfall events in many areas
- It is likely that there will be fewer tropical cyclones in the Australian region, on average, but the proportion of intense cyclones is expected to increase.

No regrets
The *Australia State of the Environment 2011,* report attested to real concerns about the changing climate and its impacts on the environment, the economy, and on us. The authors commented:

*Climate change is now widely understood as a prime risk to both our environment and our society.*
In the Australia State of the Environment 2011 report we also read that our ‘highly developed economy places us in a good position to reduce our emissions and undertake climate change adaptation’. An example of action we might take to reduce emissions is presented in the *Low Carbon Growth Plans* produced by ClimateWorks Australia.11 These plans suggest that we can still take meaningful action to arrest emissions, but also note that the issue is pressing and that this is the critical decade in which to effect serious, sustained change.

Other commentary from multiple reputable and prestigious observers - Global Climate Leadership Review 2012,12 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)13 - argues that it makes good fiscal, social and environmental sense to intelligently and purposefully address climate change risks.

This is a no-regrets strategy – what do we have to lose by being cautious in our consumption, production and waste? What do we have to lose if, as a community, we start to consider how to adapt to changing climate conditions?

**Outline of the paper**

In this foundation paper I have set myself the task of examining some of the hazards and vulnerabilities associated with climate change for our state and how we might consider addressing them. Victoria’s greenhouse gas emissions profile is presented, however, this foundation paper does not interrogate mitigation. Rather, it should be viewed as having a focus on adaptation, noting that the concepts are not mutually exclusive and in the future will increasingly merge.

We commence in **Chapter One** with a discussion of climate science and its application to Victoria. To do this we work from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenarios and CSIRO climate modelling to map outcomes. Climate change impacts, potential future climates for Victoria and possible scenarios are also presented.

In **Chapter Two** we examine some of the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on biodiversity and primary production.14 We consider the issues associated with Victorian climate change and the pivotal role of citizen scientists in recording what is happening. We also look at the movement of species associated with climate change, impacts on marine and coasts, phenology, carbon storage.

The key messages from this chapter of the paper are that a changing climate will have a deleterious impact upon our natural environment, and in impacting ‘ecosystem services’ there will be a commensurate impact upon us as well.

In **Chapter Three**, which we have called the ‘Susceptibility of the Built Environment’, we look at some of the impacts, both direct and indirect, and the cascading outcomes on infrastructure should we continue with...
a business as usual mindset. The ‘cascading’ impacts are the issues of grave importance in this chapter and the conclusions we form attest to the need to consider our actions now. We also consider strategies for adapting our infrastructure to a changing climate - for example demand management is used to explain a “soft” strategic approach.

Having examined some of our vulnerabilities to climate change we also investigate the hazards - drought and floods, bushfires and heatwaves in the remaining chapters.

Chapter Four provides a discussion of the impacts of flood and drought with a focus on regional Victoria (water regulation and supply issues will be addressed in the SoE).

In Chapter Five we discuss responding to the risk of increased likelihood of bushfire, fire ecology, human health impacts, reducing exposure, the need for accurate and current information, fire mapping and communicating fire risk (fire management responses and fire regimes will be addressed in the SoE).

Chapter Six presents the impacts of heatwaves on people and biodiversity and discusses some of the innovations in reducing exposure, predominantly in urban landscapes.

The vulnerabilities and hazards I have elected to present in this foundation paper are the result of my consideration of scientific knowledge and research and my extensive community and technical consultation process.

Every chapter of this foundation paper develops significant contemporary ideas for consideration. The paper does not purport to present all ideas or solutions. New ones are being continually developed. What is important is that our responses to the impacts of climate change be integrated into what we build for ourselves and envisage for future generations.

Finally, I would like to thank all of the departments, agencies, scholars, technical specialists and community members who have met with me, and my office, as we developed this foundation paper. I would also like to acknowledge Professor Dave Griggs of the Monash Sustainability Institute for his insightful comments. And, in particular I would like to acknowledge Harvey Stern and Robert Dahni from the Bureau of Meteorology and Leanne Webb, Penny Whetton, Craig Heady and John Clarke from CSIRO for their work in the development of the future climate classes for Victoria presented in Chapter One of this foundation paper.

Professor Kate Auty PhD, MEnvSc, Dip Int Env Law (UNITAR), BA(Hons)LLB, GAICD

Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability
CHAPTER ONE - VICTORIA AND THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

In this chapter we consider climate change science and examine a number of potential impacts in Victoria through the prism of the IPCC emission scenarios - alternative images of how the future climate might unfold, influenced by how much we, as a global community, are willing to change our dependence on fossil fuels. Policy settings, advances in innovation and technology and social responses will all influence our future climate.

As part of our research process we asked CSIRO to provide us with Victorian climate change data from 23 global climate models. BoM then determined how these will reflect future climate classes in the state. This work has not been previously undertaken and the results are presented in section 1.5 of this chapter.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of CSIRO’s climate analogues. This work demonstrates a potential future climate scenario for Victorian towns and cities. It poses the critical question - should we look at those analogous regions now in order to review and potentially adopt different agricultural and human settlement practices?

1.1 What is climate change?

Global climate change is a complex issue and our scientific understanding of it is increasing all of the time as research continues.

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 1994, provides the following definition:

“Climate change” means a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods.

The IPCC provides the following explanation of the contributions of human activity on climate change in comparison to natural processes.

Human activities contribute to climate change by causing changes in Earth’s atmosphere in the amounts of greenhouse gases, aerosols (small particles), and cloudiness. The largest known contribution comes from the burning of fossil fuels, which releases carbon dioxide gas to the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases and aerosols affect climate by altering incoming solar radiation and outgoing infrared (thermal) radiation that are part of Earth’s energy balance. Changing the atmospheric abundance or properties of these gases and particles can lead to a warming or cooling of the climate system. Since the start of the industrial era (about 1750), the overall effect of human activities on climate has been a warming influence. The human impact on climate during this era greatly exceeds that due to known changes in natural processes, such as solar changes and volcanic eruptions.

(Figure 1).
Solid scientific evidence supports the position that climate change is caused by emissions of greenhouse gases. Although there is a great deal of natural variability in global temperatures there are clear fingerprints of human-induced climate change. These are seen in phenomena that would not occur if rising temperatures were not tied to human activity and were purely natural.

It is difficult to directly attribute a single “climate/weather event” to climate change but extreme weather events are increasing. The exceptional will become common – rainfall records will be broken more regularly, droughts and bushfires will be more frequent and intense. However, as further research is undertaken and data sets are expanded it is foreseeable that scientists will more readily be able to attribute single climate events to climate change.

Estimating the magnitude of temperature increase over time is highly dependent on scenarios of human emissions creation (see below). In its last report, the IPCC estimated that mean global temperature increases this century were likely to be in the range 1.8-4.0°C, depending on emissions scenarios. In Australia, CSIRO estimates that the range of temperature increase is between 1-5°C.

Commonly we hear the suggestion that limiting global warming to two degrees will allow us to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. There is growing evidence however that this is not the limit for acceptable climate change, rather it is the threshold between dangerous and “extremely dangerous” climate change. Because warming above this threshold is within the bounds of possibility, we must be prepared to consider more severe impacts from warming.

“ … [I]f carbon dioxide emissions suddenly stopped, global temperatures would stop growing but would not drop significantly for at least 1000 years. It would take centuries to remove the carbon dioxide that has already accumulated in the atmosphere, and allow for the slow release of heat that is already stored in the oceans”.

---

**Figure 1:** IPCC’s diagrammatic representation of the greenhouse effect.
IPCC FAQ 1.3. An idealised model of the natural greenhouse effect. Modified by CIES.
1.2 Greenhouse gas emissions are increasing

Greenhouse gas emissions, hence concentrations in the atmosphere, have increased at a greater rate from 2009-10 than the average for previous decades. With only current policies in place the OECD estimates that “global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [are] projected to increase by 50%, primarily due to a 70% growth in energy-related CO₂ emissions.”

Not only is the trend in greenhouse gas concentrations upward, but the International Energy Agency tells us that, globally, we suffered the largest annual rise in carbon emissions ever in 2010 (Figure 2).

The OECD states that current global mitigation pledges are not enough and “more ambitious action is needed” if we are to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. The ambitious actions recommended by the OECD include stringent targets for GHG reductions, setting a price for carbon, removing subsidies for fossil fuels and supporting development of clean energy technologies.

![Figure 2: Trends in greenhouse gas emissions since 1990 (shown as CO₂ equivalent) for Victoria by sector, taken from National Greenhouse Accounts (2009/10). Source Australian Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, CfES developed infographic.](image-url)
Carbon dioxide from industry, transport and energy generation has the greatest effect on global warming but other gases such as methane and nitrous oxide – anthropogenic sources of which are primarily land-management and agriculture – also make significant contributions.

Each greenhouse gas has a different warming effect on the atmosphere. The combined effect of all greenhouse gases is expressed as the amount of warming that would be caused by an equivalent amount of CO$_2$ - this is called CO$_2$e. For example, 1 tonne of methane (CH$_4$) is expressed as 21 tonnes of CO$_2$e because over the span of 100 years CH$_4$ will trap 21 times more heat than carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) while nitrous oxide (N$_2$O) will trap 310 times more. This means that small amounts of some gasses have a potent effect on our climate.

Victoria’s emissions profile

In Victoria, emissions - reported most recently in the Australia’s National Greenhouse Accounts 27 – have shown an increase since 1990 (Figure 2). Although there has been an overall increase in the period, CO$_2$e emissions have been largely stable since 2000 as increases from the energy and transport sectors have been approximately balanced by reduction in agricultural emissions. This is due, in part, to the fall in livestock numbers associated with the long drought.
IPCC future emissions scenarios

In an effort to promote effective planning for climate change impacts, the IPCC presents several 21st century global economic growth and development scenarios that reflect a range of possible global greenhouse gas emission levels. These scenarios are:

- **A1FI**: Rapid economic growth and globalisation, where energy is derived from fossil fuels
- **A1B**: Rapid economic growth and globalisation, where energy is derived from a balanced mix of renewable and fossil fuels
- **A1T**: Rapid economic growth and globalisation, where energy is derived from non-fossil sources
- **A2**: Rapid economic growth and regional development
- **B1**: Economic growth with a more environmental focus, reflecting reductions in resource use and increases in energy efficiency
- **B2**: Sustainable development with a regional focus.

In this foundation paper, to explore climate change possibilities for Victoria, (see section 1.5) we have focussed on three of these scenarios or alternative images. The first two scenarios we use are those where rapid economic growth takes place and (a) we remain committed to the continued and unabated use of fossil fuels (A1FI) and (b) we mix our fuels (A1B). The third scenario we explore is the one where economic growth occurs with a more environmental focus and we reduce our resource use and increase our energy efficiencies. (B1).

Importantly, it needs to be noted that our global emissions are currently tracking closest to A1FI, the first and most resource intense scenario (Figure 3). This business-as-usual path represents a worst-case scenario for climate change outcomes.

However, this does not necessarily mean this is the most likely outcome because concerted global efforts to change the energy mix and consumption patterns may well alter future emissions and their impacts. In other words the global community can still arrest the emissions trajectory.
Figure 3: Global CO$_2$ emissions from fossil fuels compared to IPCC projections. (Black dots show the annual increases in CO$_2$ emissions caused by burning fossil fuels. Coloured lines are the emissions expected by each IPCC scenario from 2000 onwards. Observed emissions are currently tracking at the fossil-fuel-intensive A1FI scenario. The dip in observed emissions in 2009 was caused by the Global Financial Crisis and the resulting drop in industrial activity, rather than by emissions mitigation actions.)

Source CSIRO, CIES developed infographic.
1.3 Climate change risks

Rising temperatures

At present, the best CSIRO projections for Victoria suggest a 1.3°C rise by 2050 under a mixed fossil and renewable fuels scenario A1B. The range is suggested as extending from 0.9°C to 1.9°C (Figure 4).39

Figure 4: Projected temperature change in central Victoria for 2050 under a mixed fossil and renewable fuels scenario (A1B), represented by Probability Density Functions (PDF) for “Forced” (greenhouse warming alone) change, and for “Total” (greenhouse warming and natural decadal variations) change. Source CSIRO.

As the plotted values increase on the Y axis, the corresponding temperature change on the X axis is more likely. The “Forced” curve shows the expected effect of greenhouse gas warming alone while the “Total” curve includes both greenhouse warming and natural variation in climate. The inclusion of natural variation leads to a slight increase in the uncertainty of outcomes. Figure 5 shows, based on IPCC data, how rising global temperatures are likely to affect us and our environment in Australia.
Figure 5: 2050 vulnerabilities in a mixed fuels scenario (A1B).31
(Upper graph shows the expected global temperature rise from different studies for global mean temperature change for the A1B scenario in the decades 2020 to 2029 and 2090 to 2099 relative to the 1980 to 1999 average.32 The lower part of figure shows the temperatures at which a range of sectors become vulnerable to warming.)
Source IPCC & CSIRO.
1.4 Hazards and vulnerabilities for Victoria

It is apparent that projected warming for 2030 represents the upper coping limit for most ecosystems. As temperatures rise, so will environmental vulnerabilities and exposure to hazards. Risks faced will include impacts of intense storms, flash flooding and sea-level rise, loss of biodiversity and primary production, along with the migration of pest species and the increased ability of pest species to survive the warmer climate and drought impacts.

**Our oceans and climate change**

Long-term, slow-onset changes such as changes to the oceans around Australia will also expose vulnerabilities in natural and human systems. Oceans are one of the primary drivers for weather and climate in Australia.

Monitoring of rising sea levels is of paramount importance for coastal communities. Changes to ocean circulation patterns mean that some areas of the Tasman Sea are as much as 2°C warmer than 60 years ago. Effects of these changes in the ocean will be clearly seen in changes to marine ecosystems off our coasts. There are biodiversity hotspots of global importance that will be subject to rising temperatures at the sea surface and changing currents. Distributions of species will change as fish move southwards towards cooler waters and the impacts will be both ecological and economic.
Our rainfall

In Victoria, it is expected that we will see an increase in mean temperatures. However, there is uncertainty surrounding the level of rainfall changes in our corner of Australia, but regardless of this there is still high confidence that our state will become drier as extreme events (very intense bursts of rainfall and heatwaves) will become more common.34

The best estimates currently say that it is likely that Victoria will experience a decrease in mean rainfall levels. Under a mixed fossil and renewable fuels scenario (A1B), the most likely change by 2050 is a decrease in mean rainfall of 6% (although this change may be as high as 14% or as low as no change at all). When natural variability is included with human-induced changes the range of possibilities becomes larger - from a possible decrease of 17% to an increase of 5% (Figure 6).35

![Figure 6: Projected precipitation change in central Victoria for 2050 under a mixed fossil and renewable fuels scenario (A1B), represented by Probability Density Functions (PDF) for “Forced” (greenhouse warming alone) change, and for “Total” (greenhouse warming and natural decadal variations) change. Source CSIRO.](image)

Although there are likely to be decreases in average rainfall we are also expected to experience an increase in the intensity of the highest 1% of rainfall events. In other words, there will be more dry days but the days when it does rain will be wetter. These changes will be most pronounced in summer and autumn.36 This means we will continue to have the kind of extreme rains we saw in February and March of 2011 (Figure 7) and 2012 and that events of this nature may become more severe. This possibility must be a key factor of future planning.
2010-11 Flooding

- $836M in insurance claims
- 123,077 hectares of grazing pasture damaged
- 345,645 deceased livestock (330,184 poultry)
- 189 public housing properties damaged
- 239 schools affected

Figure 7:
Record-breaking Weather 2009/12.
Distribution of record breaking weather events in Victoria since 2009.37 Source: Bushfires CRC, BoM, Department of Health, Vic and Comrie Flood Review, CiRES developed infographic.

January-February 2009 Heatwave

- 12-15˚ increase over normal maximum temperatures
- 25% increase in emergency cases (46% over the hottest 3 days)
- 34 fold increase in cases with direct heat-related conditions (61% of cases in people 75+)
- 374 excess deaths
- 3 days above 43˚, unprecedented
2012 Record-breaking Rainfalls

- 6+ rivers experiencing major flooding
- 130+ road closures
- #1 wettest 7-day period on record for any month
- 24 number of 7-day rainfall records broken in Victoria
- 90.25 average number of years of previous high 7-day rainfall

Black Saturday 2009 Bushfires

- 78 communities affected across Victoria
- 388,000 hectares burnt
- 2,298 houses destroyed
- $926M in economic losses (after government aid)
- 173 deaths
Explaining the Millenium Drought and 2010/11 floods

The model projections that show drier, hotter climates in Victoria may seem at odds with the cool, wet summers we saw in 2010 and 2011.

These episodes were driven by a number of factors, including the La Niña effect, and demonstrate that the weather can be highly variable on a year to year basis. La Niña is the positive phase of the El Niño Southern Oscillation. It is associated with cooler than average sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the central and eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. La Niña is normally associated with higher than average winter, spring and early summer rainfall over much of Australia (Figure 8).

The South-Eastern Australian Climate Initiative (SEACI) researchers analysed the climate record and provide the following explanations regarding the Millennium Drought and 2010/11 floods.

Throughout this La Niña episode the greatest rainfall anomalies in south-eastern Australia were recorded in spring (247 mm, or 60% above the 20th century average) and in the 2010/11 summer when 303 mm was recorded (150% above the 20th century average). This is the largest summer total ever recorded (emphasis added) by a considerable margin.

The impact of the strong La Niña was exacerbated by the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), which reached record positive values in late spring and early summer of 2010. In addition, one of the largest negative Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events of the last 50 years was recorded in 2010.

SEACI researchers have analysed the observed climate record and found that the El Niño – Southern Oscillation and other large-scale modes of variability cannot explain the observed decline in autumn and early-winter rainfall in south-eastern Australia.

SEACI researchers have, however, found a strong relationship between the rainfall decline in south-eastern Australia and the intensity of the subtropical ridge (STR), with the decrease in rainfall strongly associated with increasing surface pressure in the latitudes of the STR. The strengthening of the STR is estimated to account for around 80% of the recent rainfall decline in south-eastern Australia.

Research indicates that there are changes in the Hadley Cell (and hence changes in the STR) associated with global warming. In particular, the STR has intensified with increasing global surface temperature. This result implies that the rainfall decline in south-eastern Australia may have some link to global warming. To investigate this, SEACI researchers conducted simulations of the global climate over recent decades using a global climate model and different external forcings (natural and anthropogenic). In these simulations, the climate model was only able to reproduce STR increases and other modifications of the Hadley Cell when anthropogenic forcings (e.g. greenhouse gases) were present in the simulation along with the natural forcings.

This gives confidence that there is a link between the rainfall decline across south-eastern Australia and increasing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.38
Australia can continue to expect cool, wet years and whilst there may not yet be a full understanding of how climate change will affect these processes, the evidence indicates that it does. There is confidence that these cool, wet years will occur in a context of a long-term climate that is both hotter and drier and we should not expect periodic, short-term wet years to recharge dry landscapes.

Figure 8: In 2010/11 south-eastern Australia recorded record-breaking rainfall in spring and summer due to the combination of the positive phase of all large-scale modes of variability known to contribute to the year-to-year variability of rainfall: ENSO, IOD and SAM. Source SEACI. Modified by CFIES.
Overall, short-term projections indicate that there will be increases in acute hazards, while in the long-term, changes in baseline conditions will mean that vulnerable systems will need to adapt or risk being overwhelmed.

An increase in extreme events....

In Victoria, we are experiencing extreme events such as heatwaves, storms, drought and bushfire more often. These events are immediate and easily observed and raise questions about whether they are the result of climate change and how global climate change will affect our lives.

An increase in these events is consistent with a warming planet but, as already noted, linking individual events to climate change is problematic as this requires long-term climatic data sets of 30 years or more. Some analyses of this nature have been carried out in the UK and concluded it was “very likely that global anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions substantially increased the risk of flood occurrence”. Such studies are rare, but are likely to become less so.

The increasing frequency of these events led the IPCC to produce a special report in 2011 that brought together the best scientific projections on changes in extreme weather at a global scale.

The IPCC concluded that:

- It is “virtually certain (99-100% probability)” that heat extremes will increase and cool extremes will decrease.
- It is “very likely (90-100% probability)” that heat waves will increase over most land areas and extreme high water levels will occur with sea level rise.
- It is “likely (66-100% probability)” that increases in rainfall will occur over some land areas (medium confidence that they may also accompany a mean rainfall decrease in some areas), and tropical cyclone mean wind speed will increase but numbers of actual events will remain unchanged or decrease.

Overall, short-term projections indicate that there will be increases in acute hazards, while in the long-term, changes in baseline conditions will mean that vulnerable systems will need to adapt or risk being overwhelmed (Figure 9).
The economic strain

The effects of more frequent extreme weather events have been recognised as an issue by the financial industry, particularly the insurance sector. The sector recognises that mechanisms must be developed to manage and compensate for the consequences of these events. Insurance provides a key method for businesses and individuals to manage financial risk.

Economic losses amounted to some US$ 380bn in 2011 making it the most expensive natural disaster year to date, multiples more than the previous record (US$ 220bn) set in 2005. At US$ 105bn, insured losses also were at new high. The loss figures were dominated by 2011’s earthquakes – in addition to Japan, above all the devastating event in New Zealand. However the year also saw the floods in Australia, Thailand, France and Italy and the tornado outbreak in the USA.

The reinsurer, Munich Re, in reporting these figures states that weather-related risks in the USA and Canada are constantly changing as a result of anthropogenic climate change and natural climate cycles like La Niña.44

Munich Re was considering the potential impact of climate change on business as early as the 1970’s.
Figure 9: Scale and onset time of climate change hazards in Victoria. Source IPCC, CSIRO CIES developed infographic.
1.5 Our climate types

Köppen’s scheme to classify world climates was devised in 1918 by Dr Wladimir Köppen of the University of Graz in Austria and has achieved wide acceptance amongst climatologists. In 2000, the Australian Bureau of Meteorology produced a modification of the Köppen climate classification system, to better address the relationship between climatic subdivisions, features of the natural landscape and the human experience of climate, and applied the modification to Australia.

Pursuant to the classification system, the climate types that typify south-east Australia (Victoria) are:

**Subtropical**: Moist climate that can be cool or warm.

**Subclasses**:
- No dry season
- Moderately dry winter

**Temperate**: Lower temperatures and higher rainfall than Grassland.

**Subclasses**:
- No dry season (hot summer)
- Moderately dry winter (hot summer)
- Distinctly dry (and hot) summer
- No dry season (warm summer)
- Distinctly dry (and warm) summer
- No dry season (mild summer)
- Distinctly dry (and mild) summer
- No dry season (cool summer)

**Grassland**: Dry climate with warm to hot temperatures.

**Subclasses**:
- Hot (persistently dry)
- Warm (persistently dry)

**Desert**: High temperatures; persistently dry - typical of much of the interior of Australia.

**Subclasses**:
- Hot (persistently dry)
- Warm (persistently dry)

When mapped for the 30-year period between 1975 and 2004 (Figure 10) the data show that Victoria is dominated by two broad climate types: Grassland in the northern plains and Temperate in the southern and mountain areas. Our state borders on the Desert climate type in the northwest, close to Mildura.
Figure 10:
Modified Köppen climate classification for southeastern Australia for the period 1975-2004 compared to modelled outcomes for the year 2050 under IPCC scenarios A1FI, A1b and B2.
Source BoM, CSIRO, CIES developed infographic.
**Future Climate in Victoria**

At our request CSIRO has provided us with Victorian climate change data from the output of 23 global climate models. Use of these 23 models - which projected the outcomes of 3 IPCC scenarios (A1FI, A1B and B1) and set them within the context of the modified Koppen climate classification - allows us to examine, compare and contrast potential ranges of climate change outcomes in Victoria.

Climate models are complex computer simulations founded on the basic laws of physics, chemistry and fluid motion and they have been used for weather forecasting, understanding climate and determining climate change possibilities. The first climate model was developed in 1969 by Drs Syukuro Manabe and Kirk Bryan. In 1975 Drs Manabe and Richard T Wetherald first applied modelling to simulate climate change.47

Each of the models developed by climate scientists represents potential future climate processes a little differently depending on assumptions. These differences do not indicate disagreement between researchers but rather reflect uncertainties in how best to represent complex processes.

We tracked the modelled results for Victoria and mapped the outcomes across the state for 2050 (Figure 10).

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s modified climate classification system has been applied to the data, in order to determine how the output of the various models is reflected in the range of possible future climate classes in the state.48 This work has not been undertaken before.

Consideration of the results from an examination of each of the 23 models illustrates a best assessment of the possible variations in climate associated with climate change scenarios.

Projections show a range of magnitude in changes, but most of them indicate a southward movement of the Temperate and Grassland climate and movement of Desert climate into the northwest of the state. This movement reflects rising temperatures and a general decrease in rainfall in most of the 23 models.

In the material which follows we present a mid-range case that is most representative of the range of outcomes. We also present the cases that show the most and the least possible change.

**Change in Victoria over time according to the three scenarios**

The range of modelled results indicate that, if global greenhouse gas emissions continue on their present path, the shifts in climate type in a given region may vary in magnitude. This range of possible outcomes is mainly driven by uncertainties in the response of rainfall patterns to global warming. Whilst all the models agree that temperatures will rise, there is greater uncertainty in the response of rainfall patterns.
The majority of outcomes show less rainfall across the state.

Taking all the model projections and summarising them for south-east Australia, we find that by 2050 the projection is for a substantial decrease in the Temperate climate area and this is matched by an increase in Desert climate (Figure 11).

A relatively small change is anticipated in the extent of broad Grassland climate, but there is a shift from the warm subclass to the hot subclass in the area under study. This demonstrates a rise in mean temperatures.

An increase in the extent of Subtropical climate is projected as this zone is expected to move southward. New South Wales mainly feels this impact, but the projected movement may be of importance in Victoria in the second half of the 20th century as climate zones continue to move southward.

The ecosystem impacts of these changes will be complex but are likely to include: reduced snow cover, changes in fire dynamics, more invasive species and changes in ranges of species currently present in Victoria, either southwards or to higher altitudes. It is expected that many vulnerable species will experience contractions of their current ranges.

Figure 11: Projected change in area covered by Subtropical, Temperate, Grassland and Desert climates in SE Australia in 2030 and 2050 compared to 1990 under an unabated use of fossil fuels scenario (A1FI). The plots summarise the output of 23 global climate change models and show the median change across all models and the range of the middle 33% of changes. Source BoM, CIES developed infographic.
We will also see the emergence of a dry Grassland zone to the west of Melbourne and an increasingly hot climate over Melbourne itself.

**Temperatures will rise, rainfall will decrease**

From the perspective of Victorian settlements, there are several striking outcomes present in these modelling projections for south-eastern Australia. Among these are the southward movement of a Desert climate into the Mallee. We will also see the emergence of a dry Grassland zone to the west of Melbourne and an increasingly hot climate over Melbourne itself. We examined these areas in more detail by analysing the possible changes in three communities: Mildura, Avalon and Melbourne CBD (Figure 12).

**Mildura**

At present, Mildura sits in a Warm Grassland climate. As temperatures rise, most models show movement of hot-dry climate types into the northwest of Victoria by 2050. Under the A1FI scenario, 57% of models show Hot Desert climate over Mildura, while the rest show Hot Grassland. Under the A1B scenario, the proportion of models showing Hot Desert climate over Mildura falls slightly to 52% and under the B1 scenario, only five models show this outcome. Even under the B1 scenario, all models show a change from the climate currently experienced.

**Avalon**

Avalon lies to the west of Melbourne in an area of the state that is particularly dry. As mean global temperatures increase, this dryness will become more pronounced and, in the consensus model (A1FI), the area around Avalon shows a shift from the present Temperate climate, to a drier Warm Grassland. Figure 11 shows how the scenarios influence this transition. By 2050, under the A1FI scenario, the Warm Grassland, Persistently Dry climate class is the most likely outcome (found in 17 of 23 models).

**Melbourne CBD**

Melbourne’s CBD has an observable urban heat island effect, wherein the expanse of urban infrastructure acts to raise temperatures several degrees above the surrounding area. In the next 40 years, the model outputs suggest that this effect will act to create a climate class around the city that is observably warmer. This can be seen in the mid-case map for the A1B scenario (Figure 12) where Melbourne has a Temperate Hot Summer class, compared to Temperate Warm Summer class in the surrounding areas.

Comparison of the model outputs indicates that, under the A1FI scenario, Temperate Hot Summer is the most likely outcome (found in 17 of 23 models) and transition to Grassland class is also a possibility by 2050.
The discussion of the 23 models and projections presents a number of possible climate change outcomes in Australia. The differences in outcomes according to the SE Australia scenarios provide us with a powerful reminder of the importance of immediate and committed action to limit global greenhouse gas emissions.

**Figure 12:** Climate trends in 2050 for Mildura, Avalon and Melbourne CBD based on the 23 global climate models for the IPCC emissions scenarios A1Fi, A1B and B1. Source BoM, CIES developed infographic.
This work reinforces our research. In a warming world, warmer and drier Australian climates will migrate southward.

**Analogue Township Model**

The threat of a global mean temperature rise of 4°C has also been examined in detail by CSIRO. Scientists have concluded that if there were a rise of 4°C globally, we could expect increases of 3 to 5°C in coastal areas and 4 to 6°C inland. Decline in rainfall would be likely in southern Australia, especially in winter. Near complete loss of snow cover could be expected in alpine regions.51

To provide an appreciation of the potential for change in highly localised terms, CSIRO has developed an ‘analogue township’ model. This approach examines the projected future climate conditions for selected towns and cities and finds locations in Australia where such conditions already exist.

Research like this gives us a complementary view to the changing climate classifications shown earlier. Where the climate classification maps show us how climate zones will migrate southwards, this work presents possible changes as if the climate remained stationary and towns moved northwards. Using this method, we can look to other communities for guidance on how best to adapt to future climates.

There are a range of possible futures with a global 4°C temperature rise, due to different model results. Analogue towns have been identified for several such outcomes.

With a small rise in temperature and increase in rainfall, Melbourne is expected to have a climate similar to the one we currently see in Wyalong, NSW. Under the hottest, driest outcome, Melbourne should expect to experience the climate of Leeton NSW.

The full range of analogue township expected future climates is shown in Figure 13 where we have represented Melbourne and Nhill.

This work reinforces our research. In a warming world, warmer and drier Australian climates will migrate southward.

Victorian communities will need to consider strategies to deal with this change across a broad range of lifestyles and sectors. Innovation is likely to be a key factor for our continued wellbeing and prosperity.
Figure 13:
Possible climates for Melbourne and Nhill in 2080 – assuming an increase of 4°C of mean global warming.
Red indicates the hottest, driest scenario; yellow the mid-range scenario and; blue the least hot, wettest scenario.
Source CSIRO.
CHAPTER TWO - BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

This chapter discusses the impacts of climate change on Victoria’s biodiversity and primary production. Pressures other than climate change (and management responses) will be discussed in the upcoming Biodiversity and Land Foundation Paper. The impacts of drought and flood on primary production are discussed in Chapter Four.

Biodiversity is critically important to our wellbeing.

‘There is an increasing recognition that protecting other species is a smart strategy for the long-term benefit of humans … our crops, domestic animals, pharmaceuticals and other chemicals, building materials, fuels and many other products … come from other species, ecosystems and biodiversity … regulate the atmosphere, maintain soil fertility, promote food production, regulate water flows, control pests and manage waste disposal.’

Climate change is predicted to compound existing pressures on Victoria’s biodiversity and ecosystems. The capacity of natural ecosystems to adapt to climate change will be improved if existing threats are addressed.

Projections of significant shifts in local climates, and increases in disturbances such as bushfires and storms, will impact on Victoria’s natural ecosystems and primary production industries alike. Impacts will not be limited to Victoria’s terrestrial environments, with ocean warming, acidification and sea level rise predicted to impact on marine ecosystems.
2.1 Biodiversity and ecosystem health

Australia’s unique and ‘megadiverse’ natural environments are already responding to climate change.

Species are moving to higher elevations in alpine regions, some species’ ranges are expanding southward to cooler climates, migratory birds are arriving earlier and departing later, mating seasons are occurring earlier, and coral bleaching appears to be occurring at elevated rates.

These responses not only indicate that climate change is already affecting biodiversity, but that this is occurring significantly faster than expected and with modest temperature change (< 1°C) when compared with projections.\textsuperscript{54}

A warming of 1 to 1.5°C is already understood to put natural ecosystems at risk, and increase the likelihood of extinction of species vulnerable to climate change. A rise of over 2°C is likely to greatly accelerate extinctions and wide-scale changes to natural ecosystems.\textsuperscript{55}

Although most Victorian species appear able to withstand short-term climatic variability, longer-term shifts in climate and the increased frequency or intensity of extreme events will provide a significant challenge to the survival of many species because of their limited capacity to adapt to changing environments.

If the adaptive capacity of species is exceeded, migration to more suitable conditions will be a necessity. A compounding factor in Victoria is that the high level of habitat fragmentation will limit the migration opportunities of the less-mobile species. Species inhabiting high-altitude or southerly habitats will have limited scope to migrate.

\textsuperscript{v} 7-10% of all species on earth occur in Australia.
For areas exposed to severe climate shifts, it is possible that significant localised extinctions will occur.

Pest plants and animals will also change their distribution in response to climate change, increasing competitive pressures on native species.

Climate change impacts will vary from ecosystem to ecosystem - some will be less resilient than others. Ecosystems such as rainforest, wetlands, alpine areas and coastal and marine habitats have been identified as being at greatest risk in Victoria. Impacts will also differ between terrestrial, freshwater, and coastal and marine environments because the main drivers of change will vary.

**What makes a species vulnerable to climate change?**

Victorian flora and fauna species with the following characteristics are believed to be highly vulnerable to climate change:

- Restricted in geographical and climatic range;
- Small population sizes or limited to small and/or isolated areas of habitat;
- Reliant on continuous habitat for migration and dispersal;
- Sensitive to changes in competition;
- Reliant on ecosystems that are already stressed by other impacts such as clearing;
- Reliance on complex interactions with other species for reproduction, dispersal or growth;
- Reliance on ‘narrow’ food source;
- Reliance on critical environmental cues for migration and breeding;
- Low levels of genetic variability;
- Low reproductive output; and
- Poor dispersal capacity.
Primary Production and Carbon Storage

In addition to impacts on natural ecosystems, climate change also threatens agriculture, forestry and fisheries through impacts on water resources, land health, agricultural yields, increased damage from wildfires and storms, and changes to the distribution and abundance of commercial species.

Future land-use patterns and the location of primary industries in Victoria may have to alter in order to adapt to climate change. Changes to the distribution of primary production will have socio-economic implications for individual businesses, industries, towns, schools and regions.

Climate change related ecosystem changes will influence the amount of carbon storage in the natural environment, having implications for the management of carbon stocks and future carbon management projects.

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the complexity of the flow-on effects of climate change.

Mountain Ash.

Image courtesy of Department of Sustainability and Environment.
Changes in freshwater flows and terrestrial runoff will impact on inshore habitat such as estuaries.

Saltwater intrusion of coastal freshwater wetlands.

Figure 14:
Impacts of Climate Change on Biodiversity.57
REDUCED RAINFALL
Extended distribution
and greater impacts of pest species
Loss of species sensitive to increased water temperature and reduced river flows
Decreased opportunities for migration and changes to the phenology of species
Decreased groundwater resulting in the degraded condition, or loss of, groundwater dependent ecosystems

SEA LEVEL RISE
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Changes to phenology altering interactions between species
Inland lakes become drier and more saline
Salt water intrusion of coastal freshwater wetlands
Rising ocean acidification will have severe consequences for marine species and ecosystems
Impacts on seagrass beds and coastal habitats, important sites for many species
Impacts on marine productivity through changes to upwelling and boundary currents

HIGHER AVERAGE TEMPERATURES
INTENSE STORMS
HIGHER CO2 CONCENTRATIONS
HEATWAVES
BUSHFIRES

Decreased soil health limiting plant growth and increasing erosion
Decline in wetland and riparian condition from reduced inundation of wetlands and floodplains
Changes in the distribution and abundance of species, with possible local extinctions
Degraded condition or loss of fire and drought sensitive habitats
Fewer numbers and less frequent successful breeding of waterbirds and other riverine animals

Impacts on marine invasive species
Increase in the distribution of marine invasive species
Declines in water quality from reduced flows, extreme weather and bushfires
Changes to the timing of life cycle events such as breeding and seasonal migrations
Changes in freshwater flows and terrestrial runoff will impact on inshore habitat such as estuaries
Changes to the distribution of marine species
Loss of alpine ecosystems
Extended distribution and greater impacts of pest species
Figure 15: Impacts of Climate Change on Primary Production.58
2.2 Victorian Observations

Marine Ecosystems – South East Australia Hotspot for Biodiversity and Climate Change Impacts

Victoria’s marine and coastal environment is one of the most diverse in the world. Victorian waters lie at the meeting point of the Southern and Pacific Oceans creating a unique environment that supports over 12,000 species of plants and animals, with 80% occurring nowhere else on earth.59 Habitats include reefs, kelp forests, deep sponge gardens, sandy plains, seagrass meadows, and open water.

The marine and coastal environment provides many social and economic benefits for Victorians including recreation and tourism, and commercial fisheries. Recreational fishing alone is estimated to contribute over $2 billion each year to Victoria’s economy (this figure includes inland and marine fishing).60

Victorian marine waters have been identified as being extremely vulnerable to climate change. In 2010, sea-surface temperatures in the Australian region were the highest on record.61 Southern Australia has experienced some of the fastest increases in ocean temperatures globally62 with sea surface temperatures shown to have risen 2°C off Australia’s south east coast since 1925.63

This rise in temperature is mainly due to the southern extension of the East Australian Current (Figure 16). Changes in climactic conditions have strengthened the current by 20% in the last 50 years,64 increasing its southward penetration by 350 km.65 The current brings warmer and saltier waters from northeast Australia down the east coast and its strengthening has caused warming at a rate of 0.023°C year, approximately four times the global ocean warming average.66

The changes in current strength and rising sea temperatures are likely to have severe consequences for marine ecosystems in Victoria.
Other predicted climate change impacts include acidification, changes to wind patterns, sea level rise, and reduced inflows from inland waters.

**Impacts of Climate Change on Victoria’s Marine and Coastal Biodiversity**

Climate change is likely to have profound affects on Victoria’s marine and coastal biodiversity. Impacts will include changes in the distribution and abundance of species and habitats, local extinctions, changes to ecosystem function, connectivity and productivity.

The severity of the impact of climate change on marine and coastal ecosystems will depend on the ability of species to adapt to environmental changes. Of particular concern are impacts on phytoplankton and zooplankton species. These are key to marine food webs and changes to their distribution and abundance will have significant consequences for marine ecosystems.

Species unable to adapt will have to migrate to more suitable habitats. It is predicted that a 1°C increase in ocean temperature may require some marine species to migrate hundreds of kilometres southwards to seek optimal conditions. Major problems will be experienced by those species unable to move long distances, and species and ecosystems will be subjected to increased competition from new arrivals.

Of concern, even mobile species may find themselves with limited scope or ability to migrate because of the lack of suitable habitat to the south of the Australian mainland.

The impact of climate change on a species will also differ depending on life-stage. Marine species typically have complex life cycles requiring different habitats over time. For example, some fish species use mangroves and seagrass beds during juvenile stages and then move offshore as adults. Climate change in coastal waters and associated impacts on mangroves and seagrass beds will affect young life stages with flow-on effects for adult populations.
Some of the associated changes in environmental conditions may enable some species to expand their range, providing new opportunities for fisheries.

Recreational and commercial fishers have observed range expansions for pelagic fish species such as mahi mahi (*Coryphaena hippurus*), yellowfin tuna (*Thunnus albacares*), cobia (*Rachycentron canadum*) and stripey tuna (*Katsuwonus pelamis*).

**Observed Marine Biodiversity Changes**

Ocean warming has been observed as most pronounced in south-eastern Australia.

We have witnessed:

- the southern movement of seaweed to cooler waters, including range shifts of macroalgae and associated species and the decline of giant kelp (*Macrocystis pyrifera*)
- southward range extensions documented for 45 species of fish on the south-east coast, representing 15% of coastal fishes in temperate south-eastern Australia
- the sea urchin, *Centrostephanus rodgersii*, has extended its southern range by 160 km per decade over the past 40 years, from New South Wales to eastern Tasmania. Being a voracious grazer, the urchin has consumed vegetation, such as kelp forests, leaving behind bare rock
- a decrease in populations of the southern rock lobster
- changes to the distribution and abundance of estuarine habitats such as mangrove, seagrass and saltmarsh. Mangrove stands are increasing in area at the expense of saltmarsh, and seagrass habitats are declining. These coastal habitats are important as breeding or nursery areas, and this disturbance impacts a range of fish and other species.
The Black Bream - links between terrestrial and marine ecosystems

Many marine and coastal species are reliant on terrestrial processes linked through estuaries.

With climate change projected to reduce freshwater flows and terrestrial runoff in Victoria, inshore habitats are likely to undergo significant changes such as increased salinity, decreased nutrients and other inputs, and changes to estuary openings. This will have consequences for species that rely on inshore habitats for breeding, migrations, spawning habitats, and nursery areas.

Estuarine fish such as black bream (*Acanthopagrus butcheri*) are highly susceptible to changes in terrestrial rainfall. Black bream is important to both recreational and commercial fishers in the Gippsland Lakes. However, black bream catch in Gippsland Lakes has declined markedly over the last decade, due to drought.76

The breeding cycle is complex. Research has shown that the Gippsland Lakes population of black bream is strongly linked to changes in river flows.

Black bream spawn in response to the location of the salt wedge and the length of the halocline which is the vertical stratification where freshwater and saline water meet. The salt wedge moves in response to freshwater flows in the river. Black bream then disperse their eggs in different locations along the river depending on where the salt wedge is located.77

Under drought conditions, reduced river flows greatly decrease the potential spawning area of black bream.78 Added to this is the impact of the movement of the saltwater wedge further upstream, as this increases the distance between suitable spawning and rearing habitats in the lake’s seagrass beds.

Climate change will have significant implications for black bream populations with the likely further reductions in freshwater flows leading to increased estuarine salinity. Successful breeding of black bream in the future will depend on the location of the salt wedge in relation to suitable spawning/rearing habitats in the river.79

This can be managed through the release of environmental flows to improve the success of black bream spawning, but will depend upon the availability of water for such flows.
Ocean acidification will impact on commercial species such as rock lobsters.

**Threats to fishery - primary production**

Impacts on marine biodiversity and ecosystems will have significant consequences for Victoria’s fisheries.

Predicted impacts include:

- As fishery distribution and abundance changes and ecosystems shift the sustainability and profitability of fisheries and associated industries will come under question.80
- Range extension of species such as the sea urchin (*Centrostephanous rodgersii*) has serious implications for the sustainability of rock lobster and abalone fisheries in Victoria.81
- Ocean acidification will impact on commercial species such as rock lobsters.
- Increasing strength of south-easterly winds is likely to increase seasonal upwelling along the coast of western Victoria, leading to increased ocean productivity. This may improve fish stocks such as sardines off the coast of western Victoria but have significant adverse impacts on marine ecosystems.82
- Changes in freshwater flows and terrestrial runoff will impact on commercial species that rely on inshore habitats for breeding, spawning habitats, and nursery areas.83 Reduced freshwater flow events have been shown to affect estuarine fish catches, with drought conditions correlated to reduced catches.84

*Rock Lobster.*

*Image courtesy Friends of Beware Reef.*
Management of Climate Change impacts on Victorian Marine Waters

To reduce the impacts of climate change, it is vital to address the existing pressures on marine and coastal ecosystems.

Stressors such as overfishing, invasive species and habitat disturbance are likely to exacerbate impacts of, and be exacerbated by, climate change, reducing the ability of species to adapt to environmental changes. Consequently, fishing regulation and habitat protection are key areas for adaptation strategies, for both biodiversity and primary production.\(^{85}\)

It is asserted broadly across the scientific community, both nationally and internationally, that one approach to improve marine biodiversity protection is through the extension of protected areas.

These areas can improve resilience. This allows populations to increase, both naturally and by the restocking of commercial fisheries (by protecting biodiversity and habitat and by providing marine refugia).

Victoria has 13 Marine National Parks and 11 smaller Marine Sanctuaries. Currently these protected areas cover only 5.3% of Victoria’s coastal waters, compared to 18% of protected areas of Victoria’s land.

However, the extension of protected areas alone does not ensure the effective conservation of marine ecosystems because these areas can be compromised by a range of external pressures. For example, sea urchins have been linked to significant damage to protected areas such as Beware Reef in the south-eastern coast.

Therefore the management of pressures outside of protected areas is required. This includes the use of quotas and controls on fishing equipment to ensure the sustainability of fisheries, and the control of invasive species, particularly through the protection and restoration of natural predators.
2.3 Observed phenology changes in Victoria

Phenology is nature’s calendar: the recurring plant and animal life-cycle stages such as the flowering, fruiting, egg laying, breeding and migrations. It is the study of these recurring life-cycle stages and their timing and relationship to climate and weather.\(^8^6\)

**Why is Phenology Important?**

Many species rely on the timing of life-cycle stages to ensure optimal environmental conditions for growth and breeding, such as abundant food for raising young or flowering to coincide with pollinator emergence.

Changes to phenology can severely disrupt food webs by altering competition between species and disturbing the timing of predator-prey relationships (Figure 17). Ecosystem function, reproduction success (e.g. fewer offspring), and reduced adult survival can be significantly impacted. Changes to phenological patterns not only impact biodiversity and ecosystem health, but this also impacts agricultural production and the availability of natural resources such as fish stocks.

![Figure 17: Climate change impacts on predator – prey relationships.](image)

Bird breeding is timed to correspond with the emergence of prey species, resulting in higher food availability and subsequently increased chick survival.

As the climate warms, prey species can emerge earlier, resulting in decreased food availability and chick survival.

*CfES developed infographic.*
The life-cycle stages of plants and animals provide some of the strongest evidence for climate change impacts on the environment and primary production. Phenology information can determine changes in the timing of seasonal activities and inform us about whether individual species and those they interact with are responding together or separately.

This information is vital for the effective management of natural resources as we contend with climate change.

The Victorian Experience of Phenological Change

Although the knowledge of phenology is poor in Victoria, examples of life-cycle changes associated with anthropogenic climate change are becoming evident.

Across Victoria, some 22 bird species and 46 plant species have been identified as having modified life-cycles in response to a warming climate. Because these findings are based on limited assessments of those species with available data, the actual number of Victorian species with modified phenologies remains unknown.

For those species that have not demonstrated a shift in their phenology, it is unclear whether this is because they are unable to do so, or whether the climate threshold which will trigger a change has yet to be reached.

Phenology changes are also impacting Victorian agricultural harvests. For example, the yields of stone fruits, pear and apple trees rely on chilling to stimulate the bud break required for fruiting. In warmer years, reduced chilling has resulted in prolonged dormancy and reduced fruit quality and yield.

Climate change is also impacting on the Victorian grape and wine industry. For example, earlier grape flowering has impacted on wine quality due to advanced harvest dates. In southern Australia, wine grapes have been ripening earlier with grape maturation dates advancing about eight days per decade (1985–2009). Increased warming and declines in soil water content have been identified as major drivers of this ripening trend. Further warming is expected to significantly affect grape quality, leading to a decline in grape prices of up to 50% in some areas of Victoria. Such changes are likely to lead to the development of new wine-growing regions and the planting of different grape varieties to adapt to climate change.

Phenology changes also impact on human health. Earlier and prolonged flowering of Victoria’s plants has been documented as being linked to an increase in the occurrence of asthma, hay fever, allergic conjunctivitis and eczema.
Phenology Case Studies

A: Impacts of Climate Change on Little Penguins, Phillip Island

Little penguins (Eudyptula minor) at Phillip Island are one of Victoria’s most popular attractions, generating hundreds of millions of dollars in tourism. This population has been monitored since the late 1960s and strong links are clearly evident between breeding timing and environmental conditions (Figure 18).

Timing of egg laying in this species is associated with regional sea surface temperatures. Warmer waters promote an earlier start to the breeding season. The timing of breeding has important implications for the population of the Phillip Island colony.

In those years where early breeding took place due to warmer temperature, more chicks were produced per pair. Chicks produced at this time were also heavier, increasing their chance of survival. In the years when breeding was delayed, the opposite was true. This would suggest that as Bass Straight warms, this penguin colony will thrive, at least in the immediate future.

However, the warmer conditions that lead to increased sea surface temperatures can also have negative impacts on little penguins. Nesting penguins spend considerable amounts of time on land in burrows, exposing them to high temperatures. Although their burrows provide some insulation, little penguins, like many seabirds, struggle with heat stress and mortality rates increase with prolonged exposure to air temperatures above 35°C. The associated increase in risk of exposure to fire, a significant threat to the survival of populations of little penguins, also rises with a warming climate.

To overcome these risks, management actions including shading by increasing vegetation cover and appropriately designed and insulated artificial nesting burrows, significantly decreases such risks.
Phillip Island Little Penguins are a popular tourist attraction, generating hundreds of millions of tourism dollars for Victoria.

Monitoring of penguin populations since the late 1940s reveals a strong link to environmental conditions. Warmer sea surface temperatures correspond with an earlier start to the breeding season.

Earlier breeding produces more and healthier chicks, however, climate change can also have a negative impact on nesting. Nesting penguins spend more time on land and in burrows, where heat stress and mortality can occur with prolonged exposure to temperatures above 35°C. Exposure to bush fires is also increased.

Fortunately, monitoring and management, such as shade plantings and insulated artificial nesting burrows, can help decrease these risks.

Figure 18: Differing impacts of climate change on Little Penguins. CIES developed infographic.

Little Penguin. Photo: © The State of Victoria, Department of Sustainability and Environment/McCann.
Red Ironbark.  
Image courtesy of Elizabeth Donoghue.

**B: Red Ironbark Flowering**

Red ironbark (*Eucalyptus tricarpa*) is a eucalypt species found in Victoria’s dry box-ironbark forests and woodlands. Unusually, the red ironbark flowers throughout winter, providing a food source for many woodland birds, including the endangered Swift parrot (*Lathamus discolor*). Box-ironbark forests, including flowering red ironbarks, also produce 70% of Victoria’s honey.

Between 1930 and 1981, the Forest Commission recorded the flowering and budding of red ironbark across Victoria. A study of these records showed that cooler maximum temperatures and wetter conditions clearly increased flowering. A further study also established that red ironbark flowering in the Rushworth Forest between 1945 and 1970, peaked mostly in June and that no flowering was recorded in 4 of the 26 years of study.

Between 1997 and 2007 woodland bird numbers and flowering events were studied in the Rushworth Forest. Warmer temperatures resulted in the failure of flowering in 4 of the 11 years under study. Three of those failures occurred between 2002 and 2007.

In response to changes in flowering frequency, the study showed that the population of woodland birds declined significantly.

### Improving Phenology Knowledge

Phenology is a sensitive and easy to observe indicator of climate change. However, compared to the northern hemisphere, Australia has few long-term life-cycle studies. Work is underway to improve our knowledge of species responses to climate change.

One such initiative is ClimateWatch, Australia’s citizen science phenological observation network (www.climatewatch.org.au). This is a major step for Australia. It provides a coordinated national indicator program to monitor the impacts of climate change.

As with other citizen science efforts discussed in this chapter, ClimateWatch provides an important opportunity for Victorians to participate in climate change research, increasing awareness, understanding and knowledge of climate change impacts.
2.4 Forest systems: climate change impacts on carbon storage

Forest ecosystems play an important role in the global carbon cycle and global greenhouse gas balance by storing carbon in both trees and soil.

Carbon storage is dependent on a range of factors which are impacted by climate change, such as rainfall, soil moisture, nutrient availability, and disturbances such as bushfire. Land-use change (permanent clearing) and forest harvesting also affect carbon storage.

Victoria’s forests store a considerable amount of carbon. In 2010, Victoria’s carbon stock for publicly managed forested land was estimated between 680 and 775 million tonnes of carbon (or up to 2.8 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent). This represents roughly 25 years of Victoria’s total annual greenhouse gas emissions (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Impacts of bushfire on carbon storage in Victorian forests. CIRES developed infographic based on Department of Sustainability and Environment information.
Figure 20: Change in above ground carbon on publicly managed land between 1970 and 2010 (tonnes Carbon per hectare).

The map in Figure 20 shows the changes in the modelled total above-ground carbon stock for Victoria’s public land estate between 1970 and 2010. A strong west-to-east and north-to-south trend is evident. This largely follows the rainfall gradient.

In addition, the impact of recent fires appears across the Central Highlands and Alps, which have relatively low carbon stocks when compared to the largely unburnt areas of the State in East Gippsland and the Strezelecki Ranges.
The map in Figure 21 shows the area affected by the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires (revealed by showing the change between 2008 and 2010). The effect on carbon stocks resulting from a catastrophic bushfire event is considerable, with a change of more than 20 tonnes of carbon per hectare in some areas.

Whilst the post fire recovery of forests will increase carbon stocks, the projected increase in the occurrence and severity of fire as a result of climate change is of particular concern. It is unlikely that Victoria’s forests can remain resilient to the impacts of increased fire frequency. Exceeding ecological fire tolerances would likely result in forests being altered in terms of structure, dominant species, and function, potentially storing less carbon over time.

Carbon stocks in Victoria are vulnerable to climatic variation and the occurrence of bushfires. This has important implications for the management of Victoria’s carbon stocks with the ability of forests to take up carbon vital for the mitigation of climate change.
River Red Gums.

Image courtesy of Department of Sustainability and Environment.
2.5 Responding to climate change

**Community-based environmental management and monitoring**

Some 61% of Victoria’s land is privately owned and managed. Community action is key to promoting resilience and adapting to the impacts of climate change on Victoria’s environment.

The community already undertakes a variety of roles including on-ground works and monitoring.

Where government works closely with the community environmental management is improved and climate change adaptation will be more effective, embedded and swifter.

**Building Ecosystem Resilience**

**Community Natural Resource Management**

Victoria has a range of community-based land management and restoration organisations including individual Landcare collaborations (e.g. Project Platypus and the Blackberry Taskforce), Greening Australia, Trust for Nature, and Bush Heritage, as well as many private landholders who undertake their own management.

These groups undertake a range of works including restoration of habitat and control of pest plants and animals.

Multiple benefits, including building the resilience of natural ecosystems, improving land health, biodiversity conservation, increasing the area and connectivity of natural habitat, and increasing carbon capture possibilities flow on from these efforts, all of which are vital for addressing the impacts of climate change.
The value of community-based monitoring has been demonstrated by groups such as Waterwatch, ClimateWatch (see phenology section), Birds Australia, Sea Search, Reef Life Survey and Two Bays programs.

**Building Knowledge - Community Monitoring**

Effective and informed management of climate change impacts will rely on the availability of comprehensive data on environmental change and condition.

Information on the impacts of climate change on Victorian biodiversity and natural ecosystems is sparse, particularly in areas where access is limited. Marine ecosystems are particularly problematic and many knowledge gaps exist. High quality community based monitoring can help address such knowledge gaps.

The value of community-based monitoring has been demonstrated by groups such as Waterwatch, ClimateWatch (see phenology section), Birds Australia, Sea Search, Reef Life Survey and Two Bays programs. Landcare groups and networks, along with individual volunteer Landcarers also contribute to the monitoring efforts. These community-based monitoring programs complement the work of government agencies, increasing the frequency and coverage of environmental observations, greatly improving the likelihood of the early detection of impacts and identifying the need for further investigation and management responses.

Early detection is critical for the effective management of climate change impacts such as changes in the distribution and abundance of species.

**Citizen Scientists**

Dedicated community group work is augmented by the citizen science efforts of bushwalkers, campers, bird watchers, recreational fishers, and even scuba divers. Reporting unusual observations such as the presence of new species, the absence of once common ones, or changes in ecosystem health such as the condition of vegetation, can help scientists understand the impacts of climate change.

To support citizen science, environmental agencies need to provide user friendly reporting structures for observational data.

Publicly accessible databases would encourage participation in citizen science, and well maintained databases would facilitate analysis of these community observations by scientists and environmental managers.
Case Study: Community Monitoring of Marine and Coastal Ecosystems

Sea Search and the Reef Life Survey, which partner with Deakin University and the University of Tasmania, provide an insight into the value of formal programs. Community and government agencies work to ensure quality marine and coastal monitoring outcomes which can then be incorporated into the management of marine parks and ecosystems. Benefits include tracking the long-term impacts of climate change, information which will be of enormous value for the ongoing management of climate change impacts. Objectives include the promotion of environmental stewardship and education as well as the monitoring of natural values. Partnerships between recreational divers, research scientists, coastal managers and other citizen science programs are also strengthened.

Participants:

• explore the health of seagrass, mangroves, and intertidal and subtidal reef ecosystems
• provide early detection of threats like invasive species, poor water quality, and species range expansions
• monitor population trends for management of threatened species
• provide mapping and biodiversity surveys.

Success attends these two programs. Pests like the Long-spined Sea Urchin have been detected. Managers have become alert to the collapse of the Southern Rock Lobster population. Migration of northern species into southern waters has been mapped. A decline in Broad-leaf Seagrass (*Posidonia australis*) has been recorded. Increases in minimum winter water temperatures – a precursor to other work about climate change impacts – has been noted and reported.
Fish species that inhabit the reef permanently or in transit are monitored, along with mobile invertebrates such as starfish, urchins and nudibranchs. Quality data, vital to scientific study and management, is routinely collected by these scientifically rigorous programs, Participants are trained, and quality control is exercised on all the aspects of the programs. Scientists provide ongoing assistance. Data collected by volunteers has been assessed as either comparable to that collected by scientists, or of a quality to inform the management practices of Victoria’s marine parks.

Community members report the satisfaction they gain from being involved in such programs. Friends of Beware Reef is a small group of surveyors which prides itself on its local roots, is easily deployable in windows of good weather, and provides rigorous and credible data with scientific bona fides. A supervised dive and survey camp training program has been followed by assessment and evaluation. Checking of skills and data is scrupulous and ongoing.

Fish species that inhabit the reef permanently or in transit are monitored, along with mobile invertebrates such as starfish, urchins and nudibranchs. Once collected, the data is available for use by scientists, parks management, planners and other interested agencies. To date the Friends of Beware Reef has documented:

- the proliferation of the Long-spined Sea Urchin along the length of the East Gippsland coast
- the colonisation of southern coastal reaches by warmer water northern species including the Round-belly Cowfish, Gunther’s Butterflyfish, Girdled Scalyfin, Small-Scale Bullseye, Kapala Stingaree, turtles, sea snakes, and Blue-black Coral
- algal events becoming more common due to the upwelling of cold nutrient rich water off the continental shelf
- increasing minimum winter water temperatures - by as much as 13.5 degrees in one year
- the apparent collapse in the southern rock lobster population
- locating one exotic species of sea star - the Seven-arm Sea Star, (Astrostole scabra,) a New Zealand species.

‘Education’ about the marine environment is core business for the Friends of Beware Reef. Presentations (up to 30 per year) to the public, poster production, promotional and information rich video representations have been provided and the fish and invertebrate data base which they developed is continually updated.

It is the local roots of the Friends of Beware Reef which makes their work in this isolated and challenging environment absolutely invaluable to assist us to understand biodiversity susceptibility to climate change in this marine hotspot on Victoria’s south eastern coast.
CHAPTER THREE - SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Two hundred years of European settlement has established infrastructure which has coped with climate extremes. Plenty of life remains in major infrastructure such as the Snowy Hydro Scheme (construction began 1949), the Eildon Weir (1951), the West Gate Bridge (1968) and the Thompson Dam (1976).

However, much of our social and economic activity now depends on infrastructure which was built for a climate that will be subject to significant change. Current construction must respond to present and future needs, and present and future climate conditions.

If the Eureka Tower in Melbourne lasts as long as the Royal Exhibition Building (1880) has already, it will have to deal with the climate of the year 2144. Major infrastructure decisions will need to take into account future climate, even as we struggle to understand exactly what that climate will be at the end of its life. Future uncertainty can be addressed by deliberately shortening time horizons - building something to last for a shorter length of time, knowing it can be replaced relatively easily in the future. However, this is not always an efficient option. Another option might be to plan and build infrastructure which can be easily retrofitted as conditions change, as this could provide efficiencies.

All our cities, and all our rural infrastructure networks, are challenged by climate change eventualities.
Extreme events that impact on our built environment are a part of life in Victoria. Such events have always happened, and always will. What is at issue is the increased intensity of these events as the climate changes.

3.1 Extreme weather events and our infrastructure

Direct Impacts

On the night of 13 January 2011, residents of Halls Gap were warned that they might be cut off by rising flood waters. Almost 300 mm of rain hit the town in the space of three days, triggering widespread landslides through the world-famous Grampians National Park. Kilometres of road and many vehicle and pedestrian bridges were laid to waste. Major rainstorms in the area sparked a trail of devastation across much of the north-west of the state (see Chapter Four).

Severe rainstorms also cause havoc in cities. In Melbourne on 6 March 2010, roofs collapsed, houses were flooded, trains failed to run, and 100,000 houses in the city lost power. The insurance bill was calculated to be over $1 billion – essentially the same as the Black Saturday bushfires. All this was caused by 26 mm of rain and hail falling in less than an hour.

An event of this intensity is considered a one-in-ten-year storm – put another way, it has a 10% chance of occurring every year. A similar storm occurred in Melbourne in February 2011 and resulted in insurance claims of $384 million.

Storm-induced erosion and king tides are already causing damage to our built environment. The Seaspray Surf Life Saving Club in West Gippsland is built on coastal dunes and, following storms in 2007, is being relocated to prevent it from toppling into the ocean. In Fairhaven on the Surf Coast, a beach access ramp has been destroyed. It is suggested this is a harbinger of worse things to come.

Heatwaves, another extreme weather event, cause extensive damage to physical infrastructure. In late January 2009, temperatures spiked over 43 degrees on three consecutive days in Melbourne. Across the other side of the continent, Perth has undergone eight heatwave events since November 2011 (BoM) and that city experienced a record of consecutive days in excess of 30 degrees in the summer of 2010/11.

The strain on the electricity system in Melbourne in 2009 due to the record demand for cooling was exacerbated by a heat-related explosion that crippled two 500 kV power lines just north of Melbourne at South Morang. Power was cut for several hours to over 500,000 people, equivalent to 10% of the state. At the same time, across the state, train tracks were buckling and roads were melting.

Extreme events that impact on our built environment are a part of life in Victoria. Such events have always happened, and always will. What is at issue is the increased intensity of these events as the climate changes.
Beyond the extreme weather events we are also told to expect gradual changes, such as sea-level rise, rising temperatures and elevating CO₂ levels - beyond IPCC projections - bringing a range of new threats (Figure 22).

As a community, we will have to develop new ways of thinking about managing our urban environments and service infrastructure. Such challenges require serious consideration in all sectors of government, business and society generally. Our thinking and action will need to be collaborative and constructive.
Figure 22: Direct impacts of climate change on infrastructure. CIES developed infographic.
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Cascading impacts

Disruptions of the kind described above will have socio-economic impacts that affect many more people than just those who own damaged property (Figures 23A-C). It is not just the owner of the buckled train line who bears a cost; so will the stranded commuters. When heavy rain damages drainage infrastructure and causes flooding over roads, businesses are affected by disrupted logistics and supply chains, especially when relying on “just-in-time” delivery of goods. This is because our society has evolved with a dependence on the function of the built environment and its service infrastructure.

Figure 23_A: Cascading Impacts. CIES developed infographic.
Critical infrastructure functions are increasingly inter-dependent, as well as being intimately linked to our social and economic structures. Assessment of the economic damage of these cascading impacts is imprecise. The imprecision of financial evaluation does not diminish the cascading impacts and their importance.

Figure 23_B: Cascading Impacts. CIES developed infographic.
Figure 23_C: Cascading Impacts. CIES developed infographic.108

Costs of disruption of infrastructure by extreme heat109

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 January 2007</td>
<td>$501 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-30 January 2009</td>
<td>$800 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illustration continued from page 69

**Heatwaves**

- Overloaded electricity network from excessive demand
- Buckling of train tracks
- Loss of electricity supply
- Transport disruptions
- Businesses unable to operate
- Loss of air conditioning
- Loss of refrigeration
- Loss of telecommunications
- Loss of productivity, time
- Loss of productivity, wages
- Health consequences
- Food spoilage, potential food poisoning
- Hindered emergency communication
One infrastructure impact of the 2011 floods through northern Victoria was the breaking of the Dimboola weir by a swollen Wimmera River. The weir, previously needed for water storage purposes, has been superseded by the Wimmera-Mallee pipeline and there is little incentive to repair it for water management purposes.

For the townspeople, however, the presence of water in the river has a strong link to recreation, tourism and socio-economic outcomes. Tourists “come in droves” when there is water in the river – “it’s like a magnet”

(Rodney Lehmann, Dimboola Rowing Club President).

In particular, the Dimboola Regatta is a major event in the local calendar, and it was threatened by the absence of a weir to keep the water level high enough.

Hindmarsh Shire Council is now working to quantify the value of the regatta for the town, so that the full societal costs of the broken weir can be brought to light.

Local management of natural resources is often complex and this impacts on effective decision-making. The Dimboola Weir is owned by GWM Water (the local water authority). Decisions about how to operate the weir (e.g. adjusting water heights in the river) are made by the Wimmera Catchment Management Authority. The actual operation of the weir is undertaken by the Hindmarsh Shire Council. Importantly, though, it is the whole town and surrounding area that shares the socio-economic benefits of the weir and the ‘costs’ of its absence.
3.2 Climate change and the future of Victorian infrastructure

Who is Responsible?

The Dimboola Weir experience demonstrates that responsibility for dealing with the impacts of climate change on the built environment is the responsibility of a wide variety of people, not just the owners of property and infrastructure.

Stakeholders in any piece of infrastructure can include all levels of government, regulatory authorities, the insurance industry, engineers, lawyers, banks and lending institutions and others. Community members are also expressing their interest in local adaptation strategies and are insisting on being included in discussions and the development of solutions.

State and Federal Parliaments have a critical role, ensuring that the legislative framework governing our built environment is capable of allowing, and even promoting, the necessary innovation for adaptation actions.

The business sector is also key to adaptation. A recent review of global business attitudes found that 90% of businesses surveyed had been impacted by climate events in the past three years. The survey noted that, in response, approximately one third of businesses are taking a range of actions to address the coming impacts of climate change.

Adapting to climate change is also seen by some businesses as presenting opportunities, for example through providing products or services that would help others adapt. Specifically relating to infrastructure, 38% of businesses see adaptation as primarily an opportunity to climate-proof physical assets.

For all organisations, it is generally considered advisable to integrate climate change impacts into existing risk management frameworks, whether that is a physical risk or a purely financial risk such as that faced by investors.
Flexibility and Efficiency

Difficult decisions lie ahead, with much complexity to consider. Figure 24 shows how decisions about infrastructure made today should consider a very different, future climate.

Uncertainty in the impacts of climate change, as in every other area where complex decisions are made, is an incentive for innovation and creativity. In defence strategies such as the Defence White Paper, we do not pick one possible future scenario and plan for only that scenario. We do not assume that one particular country or terrorist group will be the only threat in the future, ignoring the possibility of others. Nor should we do so in the face of the uncertainties attending climate change. Interestingly, critical infrastructure planning for terrorist attacks on Sydney is now being deployed for climate change sea-level inundation eventualities.

The UK Environment Agency developed the Thames Estuary 2100 project to deal with sea-level rise in London. This long-term risk management plan incorporates climate change projections in the design of a system of barriers to prevent flooding across London. Rather than assuming a specific increase in ocean levels, the planners have designed major infrastructure that is adaptable across a range of projected sea-level rise possibilities.

When adapting, it can be tempting to choose a particular future climate scenario and make the best decision under that scenario (referred to as an “optimal” decision). However, it is becoming increasingly important to re-think how we plan for climate change. Focussing on “optimal” outcomes could lead to maladaptation - misguided investments and infrastructure that is inadequate for mid-century climate conditions - if decisions are based on a specific climate future that does not eventuate.

“Robust” decisions - those that are least sensitive to future climate conditions, or that will be good decisions regardless of the extent of future changes in climate - make more sense strategically when faced with an uncertain future.

Figure 24: Adapted by CfES from CSIRO.
3.3 Responding to the challenge

No-regret strategies

Recent developments such as green roofs and green walls (where vegetation is grown on a surface through a special soil-type substrate) also reduce electricity demand by providing insulation. Additionally, green roofs help reduce the urban heat island effect found in large cities (see Chapter 6). Perhaps their most valuable co-benefit, from the perspective of reducing the impacts to infrastructure, is their ability to capture rainfall, helping to reduce the amount of stormwater running into drains during heavy downpours, thus ameliorating the risk of flash flooding.118

Another method for combating flash flooding in heavily urbanised areas is the use of permeable pavement. Currently, hard surfaces like concrete, bitumen and other paved areas prevent rain from soaking through to the soil beneath, and instead funnel water towards drains. When drains overflow, there is nowhere else for the water to go, resulting in flash flooding.

Elizabeth Street in central Melbourne is built along an old creek bed and is often flooded during major rain events – most recently in 2010. It is the lowest point in the Melbourne CBD and largely surrounded by extensive areas of impervious surfaces. The City of Melbourne is in the process of implementing porous surfaces to reduce the damage caused by heavy rain. This work will be beneficial in today’s climate, and will continue to provide benefits in the future, as rainfall intensities are projected to increase by 30% by 2030.119

Better design and insulation of buildings reduces the cost of heating and cooling, and thus can help reduce the strain on the electricity grid during times of peak demand. Innovative new buildings in Melbourne such as the City of Melbourne’s “Council House 2” and the award-winning Pixel Building both make use of “night-time purging” - a system whereby the warm air that has collected in the building during the day is vented to the night sky.121 In Council House 2, this system alone reduces the building’s daytime cooling requirements by 20%.122 Existing buildings can also be retrofitted for improved energy performance.

Figure 25:
Closed Businesses. CfES developed infographic.120

...of Melbourne CBD businesses don’t reopen after flood damage
The Green Building Council of Australia and the Australian Green Infrastructure Council are both developing energy rating tools to help owners of buildings and other infrastructure reduce electricity demand.

Figure 26: Empire State Building retrofit.\textsuperscript{123}

Safety-margin strategies
Where certain events can be anticipated, it is often beneficial to address them pre-emptively at the design stage, rather than to try to retro-fit or upgrade later.

HafenCity is a new suburb in the port area of Hamburg, Germany. Until recently, the site was essentially a disused port, but now it is home to 126 hectares of homes, businesses and public spaces. The developers designed the entire water-front suburb for resilience against significant sea level rise. Living, working and transport areas are elevated to avoid storm surges. Certain areas are explicitly designed to accommodate flooding, but in such a way that the operation of the suburb is largely unaffected.\textsuperscript{124}

Even where coastal defences or infrastructure is built, it is important to take adequate account of the scale of events these structures will need to withstand. The effect of Hurricane Katrina on New Orleans stands as an example of what can go wrong when man-made defences fail - vast tracts of the city were flooded and damaged, several hundred people died, and critical infrastructure such as electricity and water were disrupted. The longer-term impacts also must not be forgotten: on-going post-traumatic stress disorder, environmental damage and health problems from leaked oil, petrol and other chemicals, and regional economic impacts.
In 2008, Hurricane Ike devastated Cuba, Haiti and the USA’s Gulf of Mexico coast. In the town of Gilchrist, Texas, the scene was one of utter devastation, with the exception of a single house (see photo). Built in the wake of Hurricane Rita, the “Last House Standing” was explicitly designed to withstand the future events it was likely to face. The higher construction standard may be moderately more expensive, but has meant this house survived where none others did.

**Coastal risks**

Some issues confronting coastal communities in relation to sea level rise are similar to those faced by communities living in peri-urban areas where the risk of bushfires is increasing. Both involve establishing the built environment in locations where natural hazards exist and where these hazards are projected to become worse with climate change.

In our state the *Victorian Coastal Strategy 2008* sets out the policy and strategic direction for responding to coastal hazard risks in the context of climate change. The strategy identifies the need to:

*Plan for sea-level rise of not less than 0.8 metres by 2100, and allow for the combined effects of tides, storm surges, coastal processes and local conditions such as topography and geology when assessing risks and impacts associated with climate change.*
In recognition of the long-term impacts of possible sea level rise, the State Planning Policy Framework of the *Victoria Planning Provisions* and local planning schemes reflect the Victorian Coastal Strategy, and the policy applies to non-urban land, greenfield land and development beyond existing settlements in coastal areas.

With regard to development proposals in existing settlements and urban zoned areas. The State Planning Policy Framework specifies:

*In planning for possible sea level rise, an increase of 0.2 metres over current 1 in 100 year flood levels by 2040 may be used for new development in close proximity to existing development (urban infill).*125

The Commonwealth funded the *Climate Change Risks to Australia’s Coast: a first pass national assessment* and the *Climate Change Risks to Coastal Buildings and Infrastructure - A Supplement to the First Pass National Assessment* and produced maps which the Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency describe as showing “low-lying vulnerable areas for a low (0.5m), medium (0.8m) and high (1.1m) sea level rise scenario, for the period around 2100”. This was done “to help understand the potential impacts and risk to society” and “help communicate the risks of climate change.”

The Australian Government has adopted a view that there are significant benefits for governments, businesses and communities in considering the adoption of a nationally consistent sea-level rise planning benchmark,14 but a level has not been determined.

One difficulty of dealing with sea-level rise is that there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Outcomes in a given place depend heavily on local peculiarities. Flood mitigation infrastructure may not be suitable for all areas for reasons of cost and geography.156 The issues are complex, requiring continuing careful consideration at all levels of government.

**Soft strategies**

Not all approaches to deal with the impacts of climate change on the built environment necessarily require construction-based solutions. There are many “soft” strategies that, in the right situations, can also provide flexible and robust pathways to change.

In Britain, organisations that manage major infrastructure are required by the UK *Climate Change Act* to develop plans to deal with the impacts of climate change. The list of organisations includes gas and electricity generators and suppliers, road and rail networks, ports, airports, water authorities and economic regulators (similar to our Essential Services Commission).127 By requiring these plans, the UK is encouraging genuine long-term thinking and planning from organisations that control major infrastructure, with a view to ensuring future resilience to climate impacts.

---

vi Australian Government response to the House of Representatives report—Managing our coastal zone in a changing climate
Similarly, insurance schemes provide incentives to appropriately consider future increased risks, but they are unlikely to be a panacea – as risks increase, so will insurance premiums, potentially making coverage unaffordable for many.

Early warning systems can also be effective at minimising loss and disruption from a wide range of extreme events - from heatwaves and bushfires to floods and storms. Providing information and notifications can help reduce the cascading losses from infrastructure failure.

Reducing maximum demand for energy

One particularly important “soft strategy” (mitigation/adaptation) is managing how much electricity we use.

Our electricity consumption has increased almost ten-fold in the last 50 years (Figure 27). Factoring in population growth, the average person today still uses about five times as much electricity as a person in the 1960s.

Figure 27: Electricity consumption in Victoria. CIES developed infographic.128
Air conditioners provide an illustration of maladaptation. While keeping us cool, they are increasing our emissions of greenhouse gases (Figures 28-29). Further, by placing extra strain on electricity supplies, particularly when the weather is hot, air conditioners also necessitate additional construction of infrastructure.

For every $1500 air conditioner unit installed, approximately $7000 needs to be spent on network upgrades – a cost that is shared across all users, regardless of air conditioner ownership.\textsuperscript{129}

**Figure 28:**

The influence of daily temperature on electricity demand.

Temperature data available from BoM\textsuperscript{133}; electricity data available from Australian Energy Market Operator.\textsuperscript{132}

**Figure 29:**

Ownership of air conditioners.

Australian Bureau of Statistics data CIES developed infographic.\textsuperscript{130}
How much electricity we use is directly linked to the possibility of black-outs during heatwaves. Summer maximum demand in Victoria was projected to increase by 2-3% per year, although there is now recognition that, for a variety of reasons, maximum demand may now not be rising that quickly. Hot days and higher temperatures lead to higher electricity demand, with daily maximum demand tied very closely to daily maximum temperatures.

With sufficient planning, some of the social consequences of blackouts could be minimised (see Chapter Six), even as the physical limitations of critical infrastructure cannot always be avoided (e.g. over-heating of machinery in water treatment plants).

The construction of additional electricity infrastructure (generation capacity, transmission lines, distribution networks) will continue to be deployed to combat rising maximum demand – this can potentially include distributed generation from renewable energy resources. The construction of this infrastructure is a key factor behind rises in electricity bills over the past decade. Higher infrastructure costs mean higher costs for consumers.

Without building more infrastructure, is it possible to avoid blackouts simply by managing summer maximum demand? Demand management may be a higher-risk strategy than building more or bigger cables, but it is much cheaper and potentially has other benefits including mitigation - reduced carbon emissions. The Commonwealth Energy White Paper (2012) urges adoption of this sort of strategy.

When consumers have access to real-time price information through smart meters and a tiered pricing system for peak and non-peak consumption, they will be able to make informed choices about their electricity use. Where price increases are used to decrease demand (or to shift demand to other times), equity issues need to be addressed so that the impact of heatwaves is not felt disproportionately by low-income households or those with unavoidable high daytime energy needs.

Arrangements have been made between electricity retailers and some large consumers of electricity. Under the agreements, the large users agree to shut down at times of peak demand to protect the network, in exchange for cheaper electricity at other times. A small number of users can release enough electricity to constitute the difference between a system under strain and a system unable to cope. Such schemes could also be extended to residential customers.
The existing regulatory framework for electricity enables the expansion of the generation network without any consideration of reducing demand\textsuperscript{137} - despite the options available for demand-side management. On the back of public backlash over rising electricity prices, the last two years have seen a major shift in thinking in the energy sector on these regulations, which currently represent a barrier to effective adaptation. Competing interests between the various players in the energy sector has also been identified as hampering adaptation efforts\textsuperscript{138}

Since the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) called for changes to the price-setting rules to reduce the incentive to build more energy infrastructure,\textsuperscript{139} the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) has been investigating ways in which demand management can be made more effective. The final AEMC report finds ample scope for improvement in demand management in the grid, and this coincides with a change to the National Electricity Rules that gives greater power to the AER to control network investment.\textsuperscript{140}

Given the additional benefits of reduced demand (i.e. cost savings and lower greenhouse gas emissions), these are welcome developments.

**Considering change**

Flexibility and robustness manifest themselves in a variety of ways depending on the setting. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to ensuring our complex built environment, in all its diversity, is resilient to impending changes.

What are we prepared to pay to protect? What are we prepared to give up? The realities of climate change have changed the status quo. As a community, we now must work for change. The examples outlined in this chapter raise compelling questions for consideration.
CHAPTER FOUR - DROUGHT, FLOOD AND CLIMATE CHANGE

This chapter does not explore inland water systems, urban water issues or the ecosystem services they provide. Those matters will be addressed in the Biodiversity and Land Foundation Paper and Water Foundation Paper.

In February 2011, many people in northwest Victoria - coming out of a protracted drought and surrounded by floodwaters in towns and farms - were asking themselves whether the drought and floods were the direct consequence of climate change (see Figure 30).141

Victorians across the state were considering this question too - particularly in the light of the flooding in southern Queensland which took lives as well as property, prompted a Federal Government levy on the public to pay for the damage, and challenged insurance company policies and sympathies.

Australian climate scientists have been considering this same question.

---

Figure 30: Double Whammy: regions of Victoria impacted by the Millennium Drought (1996-2010) and the floods of Dec 2010 – Jan 2011 and Feb-Mar 2012.

Source BoM data, map developed by Department of Sustainability and Environment for CfES.
The relationship between climate change, weather and extreme events is being examined around the world. Researchers in the UK have linked the millennium floods in England and Wales to anthropogenic climate change. There, flooding impacted 10,000 properties.142

As Victoria, NSW and Queensland experienced record breaking rains in March 2012, the question continues to be asked.

In the case of drought, lower rainfall and reduced runoff in the south-east of Australia is in part due to natural variability as well as to human-induced climate change.143

However, CSIRO’s modelling144 shows that the greenhouse gases we emit into the atmosphere are contributing to the atmospheric conditions necessary to increase temperatures and reduce rainfall.vii

In terms of the recent flooding, the connection to anthropogenic climate change is more complex - it is difficult to attribute specific events to just climate change.

This is because each particular flood event is due to a combination of factors that operate over both short and long periods. Additionally a wide range of extreme events is a normal occurrence even in a stable climate.145

What CSIRO can tell us is that recent flood events do reflect natural climate variability, but that the magnitude of such events over the longer term may increase with climate change.146

“It is expected that long-term climate change will result in greater climate variability with more intense extreme events than in the past.”

CSIRO147

Scientists reporting to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change confidently state that human actions contribute to the “intensification of extreme precipitation at the global scale”.148

As extreme drought and flood events become more frequent and severe, elevated levels of distress will be felt by Victorians across the State.

4.1 Climate change and a hotter, drier Victoria

Our principal scientific agencies – CSIRO and BoM – demonstrate through evidence and modelling that the extremes we have seen recently are going to become more normal as drought and flood events become more frequent and extreme.

Victoria has a history of drought.

However, the recent drought, the “Big Dry” or the “Millennium Drought” was Victoria’s longest and driest ever. It lasted the greatest number of years, 14 in all, compared to 10 years and seven years for the other major droughts since records began (Figure 31).\(^1\) It was also the driest, in that it did not have a single wet month; whereas the WWII drought had nine wet months during the 10 year drought.\(^2\)

The Millennium Drought resulted in a reduction to Victoria’s average rainfall of around 15%.\(^3\)

---

**Figure 31:** Knowing only drought. CSIRO developed infographic\(^4\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7 years old</th>
<th>10 years old</th>
<th>13 years old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federation Drought</td>
<td>World War II Drought</td>
<td>Millennium Drought</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is how old you could have been knowing only drought...
Most of Victoria experienced the lowest observed rainfall on record during this period (Figure 32).

Rain Deficiencies (AWAP LowRes 1900–now) 1 October 1996 to 31 January 2010  
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Importantly, projections indicate more extremely hot years and extremely dry years for Victoria in the future.\textsuperscript{153} CSIRO projects that the extent and frequency of droughts in Victoria may more than double by 2050.\textsuperscript{154} This will have serious impacts on Victorian landscapes and communities.

**Direct Impacts of Drought**

**Natural environment**

Self evidently reduced rainfall results in reduced water availability in rivers and streams on the surface, as well as groundwater storages. However, it also reduces the amount of moisture in the soil as natural evaporation is not replaced through rainfall.

Soil erosion and nutrient loss impact on the ability of plants to thrive, resulting in failing crops for farmers, and fewer sources of food and shelter for wildlife. Fish, platypus and other aquatic wildlife have less water in which to live, and the quality of the water that remains is reduced. This degraded habitat impacts on the ability to reproduce and survive.

Increased dryness also creates the conditions for more severe bushfires.

Figure 32: Rain deficiencies during Millennium Drought.  
Source BoM.  

NB: Rainfall decile 1 means that the observed totals fall in the lowest 10% of historical totals for this length of period.
Agricultural productivity

Warmer and drier conditions will have a range of impacts, including lower crop quality, increased risk of disease and pests, and reduced yields.\textsuperscript{155} Decreasing rainfall, increasing carbon dioxide levels and higher temperatures could decrease overall wheat quality in western Victoria by 34\% by 2050.\textsuperscript{156} Grazing industries (including livestock and dairy) will suffer from a decline in forage quality, thermal stress on livestock, and increased pests, diseases and weeds.

Urban water supply

Under drought conditions, water storages are not refilled, putting pressure on water supply for cities and towns as well as rural areas. Regionally, for three consecutive seasons between 2006 and 2009, water was pumped from the Waranga Basin, near Rushworth and Tatura, below the normal off-take level, to supply water for irrigation. This had only occurred twice before, during extreme drought in 1926 and 2003.\textsuperscript{157}

As a result of record low inflows in 2006 and 2007, water entitlement holders on the Latrobe River System faced supply shortfalls. Gippsland Water, power generators and the Latrobe River irrigators were all looking to source additional water to cope with the impact of the unprecedented low inflows.\textsuperscript{158} Goulburn Valley Water’s Sunday Creek system supplies the towns of Kilmore, Broadford, Wandong, Heathcote Junction and the surrounding area. During 2007 and 2008, Goulburn Valley Water resorted to carting water from Seymour to supply Broadford, resulting in costs of more than $2.5 million.\textsuperscript{159}

Water restrictions try to limit the consumption of water in urban areas to make existing storages last longer. In Victoria, permanent water saving rules came into place in 2005, mainly targeting outdoor uses. From September 2006 to September 2010, at least 200 towns were under water restrictions at any one time - up to over 450 towns at one stage.\textsuperscript{160} Ballarat, for example, was subject to the harshest restrictions (Stage 4, which bans outdoor water use entirely) for almost three years.\textsuperscript{161}
Indirect Impacts of Drought

Water scarcity and its consequences for agriculture, biodiversity, ecosystems and human settlements are clear. Not so apparent, however, are the flow-on effects of drought and their social and environmental implications.

Rural economic instability

Impacts on agricultural productivity means reduced revenue for farmers which can lead to community-wide financial hardship.

A 2008 study conducted by Department of Primary Industries, investigated the link between rainfall variability and agricultural production. The study found that variability of annual rainfall over the years on grain farms does have a medium to strong impact on the variability of farm business profit and cereal production, especially wheat production.162

A 2011 study of the Wimmera-Mallee region supports this finding, as it showed a close relationship between growing season rainfall and wheat production (see Figure 33).

![Figure 33: Mallee wheat yield and growing season rainfall for Sea Lake.](image-url)
The study further found that farmers in the region also experienced increased ratios of debt to equity as a result of greater borrowings required to cover cash deficits during the dry years. This is no surprise to farming communities.

Financial hardship is more common in drought affected areas. A recent study found 47% of farmers living in a drought-affected area were experiencing financial hardship, whereas only 25% of farmers who had not experienced drought in the last three years were in the same situation.

During drought, farmers also fare worse than their community neighbours. A study by the Australian Institute for Family Studies (2008) revealed that a much higher percentage of farmers were in financial hardship than people who are employed but not in agriculture.

Australia is not the only country whose agricultural industries are experiencing record-breaking droughts due to climate change. In 2011, a drought in Texas resulted in record $5.2 billion in agricultural losses, making it the USA’s most costly drought on record.

Buying the essentials

Lost productivity in the agricultural sector has impacts on everyone through an increase in food prices, which can hit families on a tight budget the hardest.

In the two years from September 2005 to September 2007, food prices in Australia increased at twice the rate of the Consumer Price Index.

In 2007, the ANZ Bank identified the drought as a primary contributor to these soaring food prices, where the average Australian grocery bill rose 12%. The availability and affordability of nutritious food is critical to maintaining a healthy society and food independence. More frequent and severe drought is likely to make it harder to get local, affordable food.

These increases in prices of essential commodities affect everyone; however those on lower incomes are more likely to struggle as food and water take up more of their weekly budget. These burdens are in addition to the potential rises in energy costs outlined in the preceding chapter.

This raises concerns over fair and equal access to the basics which become less affordable for society’s most vulnerable groups.
Reduced amenity and recreation
Water restrictions reduce the health and vitality of home gardens and public spaces. These parks and green spaces are valued by the public for urban amenity, such as recreation, youth development, and social capital.\textsuperscript{171}

In particular, reduced water availability for sporting fields and other spaces reduces opportunity for physical activity and social cohesion such as community convergence, local identity and pride, and economic activity are all effected.\textsuperscript{172}

As discussed in the previous chapter, Dimboola Rowing Club was unable to hold its annual regatta due to lack of water in Lake Dimboola in 2010, which impacted on local tourism, social networks and recreation in the town. Lake Wendouree suffered similarly, as well as countless footy grounds, cricket grounds, and other sporting and recreation spaces across Victoria. This reduction in recreational and community capacity is difficult to measure, but there is little doubt it will worsen under a drier climate.

Mental illness and depression
Australia’s National Rural Health Alliance points to the presence of a causal relationship between drought-related trauma and individuals at-risk in agricultural communities.

A 2007 report by the \textit{Australian Institute for Health and Welfare} showed that 15–24 year-old males in regional areas are 1.5–1.8 times more likely to commit suicide than their urban counterparts. The incidence is up to six times higher in very remote areas, due to a number of factors including unemployment, lack of access to mental health services, and migration of peers to urban areas.\textsuperscript{173}

According to a 2011 report by the \textit{Climate Institute} - financial strain, landscape degradation and a dwindling rural population are all factors that raise the risk of suicide among older, male farmers, and all are set to increase under climate change scenarios.\textsuperscript{174}
Australia has relatively high carbon emissions compared to other industrialised economies because of our high reliance on coal.179

**Cascading Impacts of Drought**

Although we cannot be certain of the intensity and frequency of future droughts, social and economic studies provide insights into the longer-term and ongoing challenges of a hotter, drier Victoria.

**Decline of rural communities**

Drought areas have been associated with lower employment rates.

Since 1996, entry of young persons into farming in Australia has continued at low levels following a sharp decline in the 70s and 80s.175 As older farmers exit the industry, fewer young farmers are taking over. Remote areas, such as the Mallee and Wimmera, where agriculture will need to adjust to climactic change, are in decline and becoming increasingly isolated from health and community services, and educational and economic opportunities.176

Rural communities often depend on farming and farm income to drive other economic and social aspects of their community, and productivity downturns mean less economic activity, fewer jobs, and fewer people in towns. Although drought cannot be directly attributed to migration from rural areas at this time it is an additional pressure on towns already experiencing decline and isolation.177

**Energy, water and carbon emissions**

Water availability has a close relationship with another important aspect of our lives – energy. Stationary energy is a significant water user, consuming about 4% of non-agricultural water.178 Higher water prices mean that energy could become more expensive as costs to supply energy to power stations increases.

New water supply infrastructure requires substantial amounts of energy. Desalination plants, pumps for pipelines and water recycling stations all require significant resources of energy.

This poses a critical feedback loop where rising energy costs compound the expense of water supply which in turn puts additional pressure on the price of energy.

The consequences are not only economic.

In order to adapt to a drier climate which is being driven by human emissions, we will need to generate more water for human and natural uses to compensate for lower rainfall. However, the energy needed to produce this water actually uses lots of water and emits greenhouse gases that are driving the drier climate in the first place.179

Restrictions and water efficiency measures would appear to be a preferable alternative to more infrastructure which drives up prices, emissions, and water use simultaneously.
4.2 Climate change and an increase in more extreme rainfall events

In stark contrast to 1997-2009, 2010 was the fifth wettest year on record in Victoria and the summer of 2010-11 was the wettest in Victoria since records began, with several rivers experiencing the largest or second largest flood ever recorded.\(^{180}\)

The rainfall in early 2012 was also record breaking, with the highest observed rainfall at many points across the state. The north-east in particular was affected (see Figure 35). CSIRO tells us that a warming climate is likely to result in more extreme rainfall events and this could potentially result in more severe flooding.\(^{181}\)


Victoria and the La Niña Event

The wet summers we have experienced recently are partly due to the close relationship between the La Niña weather phenomenon and rainfall in Australia, and a potential connection between the strength of La Niña and changes to sea surface temperatures.182

Australia is more likely to get flooding during strong La Niña events because of the unseasonably heavy rains that accompany La Niña. The flooding events of 1950, 1974, 2010-11 and 2012 all occurred in a strong La Niña period.183

Although La Niña is a naturally occurring event, there is now evidence to suggest that it may be strengthened by the rising sea surface temperatures associated with climate change.184 If this is the case, it is no coincidence that ocean temperatures around Australia were warmer in 2010-11 than for any previous La Niña event.185
Recent Flood Reviews

Two critical reviews of the 2010-11 floods have recently been released in Queensland and Victoria - the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry Final Report, March 2012 and the Review of the 2010-11 Flood Warnings and Response (Comrie Review), December 2011.

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee of the Victorian Parliament tabled its report on matters relating to flood mitigation infrastructure in Victoria on 29 August 2012.

Comrie Review and the Queensland Floods Inquiry

The Queensland Floods Inquiry’s terms of reference extended beyond flood warnings and response, however its findings on the subject are consistent with those in the Comrie Review.

Recommendations in both reports include improving the understanding of roles and responsibilities of various agencies, as well as clarifying what directive powers emergency management staff (such as State Emergency Service) have during the emergency, and better overall communications.


As the Queensland Flood Inquiry had broader terms of reference, some additional detail is provided below.

Emphasis on mapping

The Queensland Flood Inquiry had a particular and consistent emphasis on mapping as a highly desirable and effective flood management and planning tool. It gave numerous examples of councils who already use maps extensively, such as Brisbane and Ipswich, which make available, free of charge, property-scale flood reports to the public. This was considered best practice, and the Comrie Review recommended that all flood mapping commissioned or adopted by government be made available to the public, together with guidance on interpretation.

This emphasis on the role of quality mapping informing robust decision-making and better preparedness was also expressed in the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission into the Black Saturday fires (see Chapter Five).
Support for buy-backs

The Queensland Government does not currently operate a state administered buy-back program for properties at high risk of flooding, although some properties were acquired through joint State/Commonwealth programs on an ad hoc basis.

The Queensland Flood Inquiry recommends that councils consider implementing property buy-back programs as part of a broader floodplain management strategy (Recommendation 11.1). The Land Swap program and Grantham Development Scheme were used as exemplars in the Review due to the social cohesion benefits of relocating an entire community rather than individuals.

Performance of private insurers

The Comrie Review includes an analysis of the response times of each of the eight major insurance providers involved for assessing claims, making payments, and responding to appeals.

The Queensland Flood Inquiry received a limited number of responses from the public around insurance issues, potentially due to the necessary preoccupation of policy-holders with recovering from the effects of the floods, and their potential disinclination to re-live their experience through making submissions or providing evidence to the inquiry.186
Impacts of Flood in Victoria

Commodity prices

According to ABARES, the impact of the 2010-11 floods on Australia’s agricultural production and exports was roughly $2.3 billion.\textsuperscript{187}

The flooded regions of Victoria accounted for around 19% of Australian milk production, 3% of vegetable production, and 13% of fruit production.\textsuperscript{188}

Flooding here and elsewhere in the country caused a sudden surge in food prices, particularly for fruits and vegetables from the affected areas. Melbourne shoppers felt the shock of flooding in the Gascoyne region of Western Australia in the price of mangoes, and the flooding in Queensland in the prices of zucchini and bananas (see Figure 35).

\textbf{Figure 35: Weekly wholesale fruit and vegetables prices, Melbourne market.}

Source ABARES 2011.
Wheat prices also soared due to reduced supply, with winter wheat jumping to a two-year high. The Australian cotton industry experienced 894,000 tonnes of projected losses driving up the price of cotton. Australian sugar production in 2010–11 was 3.6 million tonnes, the lowest since 1991-92.

High prices were welcome for some producers, who had managed to get their crops harvested in time and benefit from a bumper year. However the financial benefits for some are anticipated to be nowhere near enough to offset the overall economic fallout from the year’s La Niña weather events, estimated at $6 billion.

Scarcity of supply was not only due to flood damaged crops, but also due to flood damaged infrastructure, such as rail and roads, which producers rely on to get their food to market. These logistical delays can also serve to drive up prices, as commodities are trapped in production zones and out of reach of consumers. Fortunately, where transportation issues drive up prices, eventually the commodities are delivered and markets stabilise.

Financial Hardship and the Limits of Private Insurance

Many families and communities are trying to manage the risk of climate events through private insurance coverage. The recent floods in Queensland and Victoria exposed some serious gaps in flood insurance measures.

The Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry 2012 (see boxed text page 95-96) considered the role of the eight major insurance companies. Accepted claims far outnumbered declined claims, with roughly 73% of claims accepted and only 27% of claims declined. However, the Commission’s terms of reference “did not extend to what has emerged as the major complaint: the fact that many people thought they were insured for flood, but have found that the wording of their policies actually excludes their claims”.

The Natural Disaster Insurance Review 2011 addressed this issue. The Review included the announcement of a new policy requiring all home insurance policies to include flood cover. The Review found that many Australians were “under-covered” in relation to flooding as current policies allow buyers to opt out of this type of cover, while they are not able to opt out of coverage for similar events - such as bushfire, storm and earthquake.

The new measures attempt to remove inequalities between providers by providing a standard definition of flood that applies to all insurance companies.

Cost of Natural Disasters - Victoria

The cost and expenditure relating to natural disasters is significant and wide reaching. The majority of cost analysis and data on the cost of disasters comes from the insurance industry, however using this data
as a basis of analysis is narrow as most identified costs refer to insured losses, which only includes a fraction of total costs of each event. Insured loss is usually associated with a small range of property and assets from 25-35% for severe fires and storms and only 10% for floods.

In order to provide a relatively standardised and comparative assessment of the cost of natural disasters to government, the figures presented below are based on information and data available from Australian Government Disaster Assist on funds provided in the recovery/relief cycle of a disaster. These amounts stem from payments made under the Australian Government Disaster Recovery Payment.

Figure 36: Cost of Natural Disasters Victoria 2009/12.197

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disaster/Event</th>
<th>Disaster Assist payments</th>
<th>Insurance council estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Severe Storms and Floods commencing 26 February 2012 (4,010 claims North/Central)</td>
<td>$4,560,600</td>
<td>$418,670,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Severe Weather Melbourne 25 December 2011 (North/Central)</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td>$680,724,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Storms and Flash Flooding 18 December 2011 (North/Central)</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Storms 9-10 November 2011 (North/Central)</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td>$122,465,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gippsland Flood July and August 2011 (North/Gippsland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Floods 22-23 March 2011 (North/Gippsland)</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorian Floods February 2011 (North/Central/East)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Government Disaster Recovery Payment (34,309 claims)</td>
<td>$39,521,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Income Recovery Subsidy (1421 claims)</td>
<td>$2,320,190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorian Floods January 2011 (North/Central/East)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Government Disaster Recovery Payment (34,309 claims)</td>
<td>$39,521,000</td>
<td>$122,465,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Income Recovery Subsidy (1421 claims)</td>
<td>$2,320,190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorian Floods September 2010 (North/Central/East)</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Victorian Bushfires January-February</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,100,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Assistance Package</td>
<td>$465,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Assistance</td>
<td>$82,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Recovery Subsidy for Employers</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance for Funeral/Memorial and Related Costs</td>
<td>$850,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caring for our Country Bushfire Recovery Program</td>
<td>$10,500,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total disclosed payments</td>
<td>$646,592,980</td>
<td>$2,444,324,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the scientific evidence linking climate change to extreme events is mounting and the likelihood of increased frequency and severity of bushfires, drought and floods is increasing, analysis of the rising costs of relief and recovery tells a compelling story (Figures 36-37).

The critical issues to note here are that although the figures are considerable – $3.1 billion for the events from January 2009 to February 2012 – they are incomplete costs. The insured loss figures are associated with approximately 25-35% of property and assets damaged or lost in severe fires and 10% for floods.

The costs per capita to finance disaster recovery have risen from $23 to $118 in the past decade. However, this figure is narrow and does not incorporate the loss of social and environmental services.

In May 2012 Queensland’s biggest insurer Suncorp announced that the cost of premiums would rise dramatically and that it would no longer offer new flood policies in the towns of Roma and Emerald until levees were built. The Local Government Association of Queensland has responded by calling on the large insurers to contribute to the cost of flood mitigation works to take the pressure off governments.199

This is an example of the emerging tensions as industry, government and communities tackle the increased frequency and severity of extreme events.

In the following chapter we will consider the risk of bushfire in more detail but it is critical to note that these figures further emphasise the point that will be made in the bushfire chapter – that it is critical to focus more energy and resources on preparedness as our exposure to extreme events increases in a time of climate change.

Former Federal Attorney-General Robert McClelland has described how little Australia spends on disaster prevention as “absolutely shameful”, compared with the billions spent on national security and the cost of recovery.200
CHAPTER FIVE - BUSHFIRES

5.1 Bushfires in the landscape

Our recent history
During the Black Saturday bushfires one hundred and seventy three people died. Over 2,000 homes were destroyed and 430,000 hectares burnt. In addition, in the week preceding the fires, three hundred and seventy four people had their deaths hastened by the extreme heat events which reduced human resilience and turned a broad swathe of the environment into a tinderbox.

These personal tragedies and impacts are extreme, even given our history of exposure to bushfire events.

The Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission, 2009 (VBCR) led to a set of extensive recommendations and triggered major changes in how bushfire responses are planned and response managed. There were also changes introduced to strengthen the consideration of bushfire at different stages of the land use planning process and to better integrate the planning and building systems.

It is important to consider how these events and the phenomena of climate change are linked - to learn from those tragic events. CSIRO State of the Climate 2012 builds on the bushfire exposure knowledge in its State of the Climate 2010. We are now armed with two authoritative outlines of the climate science as it applies to us in this region. We have also seen in Chapter One of this paper, that notwithstanding the diversion of La Niña events we can only, realistically, expect the trend of increased temperatures to continue, persistent dry spells to test us, and bushfire vulnerability to continue and elevate (Figure 39).

The planet is warming, the climate is changing and Australia is vulnerable. Events that were once worst-case scenarios will become more likely. Governments will face the challenge of identifying areas and factors of extreme risk – both now and in the future - and adapt policy and practical responses to address these risks.

In the wake of the 2009 fires we, as a community, need to better reconcile human reactions and lifestyle choices with developing methods of dealing with forest ecological and climatic patterns. Long term retreat or transition options can be very sensitive matters for communities who might see these approaches as threatening their traditions and choices. Although future projected risks can be hard to visualise, the consequences, for example, of relocation a town, are not.
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The Victorian Government has taken steps to improve emergency service delivery, improve our ability to respond to large-scale events and to implement the recommendations from the VBRC.

As people choose to live in fire prone areas, there needs to be a greater emphasis on personal responsibility in preparedness for fires. This imperative was acknowledged by the VBRC which reported that alongside the responsibilities of all tiers of government, “communities, individuals and households need to take greater responsibility for their own safety and to act on advice and other cues given to them before and on the day of a bushfire.”

Work has been undertaken in Victoria to address issues raised by the VBRC. The Victorian Government has taken steps to improve emergency service delivery, improve our ability to respond to large-scale events and to implement the recommendations from the VBRC. This includes the release in 2011 of, *Victoria Prepared: An Action Plan*, as a companion document to the *Green Paper on Emergency Management*.

Feedback on the *Green Paper*, along with the final report of the *Comri Review of the 2010-11 Flood Warnings and Response (Victorian Floods Review)*, informed the development of a comprehensive policy proposal to reform Victoria’s emergency management arrangements. The Victorian Government has indicated its commitment to improving the state’s capacity to deal with and respond to natural disasters in the future.

In December 2012 the Victorian Government released the Emergency Management White Paper, which sets out reforms for the emergency management in the state. The reforms are intended to move the sector towards an all-hazards, all-agencies approach and improve emergency management, with a strong emphasis on risk mitigation. The changes include the following:

- A new overarching emergency management body, Emergency Management Victoria, which will make sure agencies and departments plan and work together as well as share resources before, during and after an emergency. For the first time, one agency will oversee response and management for natural disasters and emergencies from preparation right through to community recovery

- The creation of an Emergency Management Commissioner, who will assume the operational responsibilities of the current Fire Services Commissioner and oversee control arrangements for fire, flood and other emergencies

- The establishment of a State Crisis and Resilience Council as the government’s peak body responsible for developing and coordinating emergency management policy and strategy and overseeing its implementation

- Reducing more than forty government committees involved in emergency management down to four

- A volunteer consultative committee called the Volunteer Consultative Forum to give volunteers direct input into the reform process

- The statutory role of Inspector General for Emergency Management will be established to review and monitor performance of Victoria’s emergency management arrangements.

Figure 38: Climate change increases bushfire occurrence and severity.
Source: IPCC, Bushfire CRC, CFA and CSIRO. CIES developed infographic.
Fire ecology
Managing fire in our ecosystems is not easy.

Bushfire is a natural phenomenon that plays an essential role in the ecology of the continent, causing profuse germination and flowering by many plant types.\textsuperscript{203}

Eucalypts have evolved rich in flammable waxes and volatile oils. Some Australian species will only regenerate after fire destroys the host forest area.\textsuperscript{204}

Although fire is integral to the Australian landscape, its cyclical frequency in the forests and shrublands of south-eastern Australia is about 14-40 years\textsuperscript{205} but can occur at intervals of less than 10 years.\textsuperscript{206}

Plant species that provide fuel for fires vary widely across the state and ecosystems are highly diverse. As such, burning (either natural or managed) that is more frequent than historical cycles may effect ecosystem functioning and biodiversity in complex ways.\textsuperscript{207}

Similarly, the role of climate change driving changes in fire ecology is impossible to predict with certainty.

While we may expect an increase in the potential for bushfire, as drought and fire weather become more common, the exact effect on intervals between bushfire events depends on a number other factors, such as fuel availability.

Rising temperatures, decreased water availability and increased atmospheric CO$_2$ may be working in opposite directions to influence fuel growth depending on local climate and dominant plant species. This means that changes in fuel availability will be specific to ecosystems and local climate and difficult to predict at a large scale.\textsuperscript{208}

Fire and communities
Our planning efforts also grapple with the level of complexity which plays out in this environment.

The Fire Danger Rating Scale calculated to reflect a combination of factors - high temperatures, strong winds and dry fuel - is familiar and signals “Fire Weather”.

Ratings are based on the Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) or Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI) which summarise weather conditions and fuel dryness. An artefact of the 1960s, the index was never intended to exceed a rating of 100. The Black Saturday conditions produced values of up to 200.\textsuperscript{209} On Black Saturday these weather conditions and high fuel load meant that fire spread rapidly and unpredictably after ignition, often exceeding the capacity for containment.\textsuperscript{210}

The response to our now elevated understanding of the risk of fire was to introduce a ‘new’ category of risk, Code Red, for potentially catastrophic fire-risk days (Figure 39).
On the new risk wheel, conditions rated as “extreme” and “code red” (ratings in excess of 100 FFDI or 150 GFDI) are hot, dry and windy. If a fire starts and takes hold on such a day, it is envisaged that it will be uncontrollable, unpredictable and fast moving.

5.2 The complexity of impact

Losses felt in the aftermath of bushfires are often expressed in financial terms and, sometimes, in social impacts. This unnecessarily narrows the potential impacts. The consequences of fires are wide-ranging, stretching well beyond the purely financial or human centred.

**Environmental Impacts**

Environmental impacts include immediate and short term reductions in air quality. Water quality, both potable and commercial, is also adversely impacted. Soil erosion can result from the denuding of the landscape, and whilst rainfall events might be welcome they will only exacerbate this problem by polluting catchments. Biodiversity losses are clear and often reported. It has also been suggested that the loss of wildlife corridors can adversely impact biodiversity, in particular vulnerable or threatened species.

**Human Health Impacts – water quality in large and small townships**

Bushfires have a high capacity to disrupt drinking water supplies across Victoria. The negative impacts on drinking water supplies usually manifest themselves in two ways. Firstly, the fire destroys treatment or distribution assets, which disrupts a water corporation’s ability to treat raw water to a drinking water standard, and/or distribute treated drinking water to customers. Secondly, the fire negatively impacts on the catchment areas from which the raw water is harvested. Fires in catchment areas usually lead to a deterioration in the quality of the raw water, which may result in the water being unable to be treated to a drinking water standard.

![Fire Danger Rating](source_cfa)
Rural and regional drinking water supplies in Victoria are managed by regional water corporations. They have the responsibility of ensuring that their customers have access to safe drinking water. In the event of a bushfire affecting drinking water quality, the affected water corporation will provide advice to its customers. This advice may consist of advice to either boil the drinking water prior to consumption, or not to use the water at all, or putting customers on restrictions to conserve the available supply of treated water, as happened at Kilmore after the Black Saturday bushfires. If the water is not safe to consume, even after boiling, the water corporation will organise an alternative supply of drinking water.

The impacts of large scale bushfires on drinking water supplies have been experienced for many years after the fires have been extinguished, as in some areas of the state, raw water quality has changed markedly, and semi-permanently, after fires. This has required water corporations to invest in new infrastructure, to help manage ongoing risks to drinking water quality.

Townships may find it necessary to introduce water restrictions following fires, due to soil erosion. Erosion changes the chemical properties in soil, and releases increased levels of nutrients, metals and toxins into surrounding waterways causing reductions in water quality. These effects may not be felt until long after the fire itself and can exacerbate other environmental stresses.

In 2006, bushfires at Mt Lubra in the Grampians destroyed large tracts of the catchment, but the critical impact on water resources was avoided until the major floods of January 2011 washed large amounts of ash and debris into Lake Bellfield - the principal source of town water for Horsham in the Wimmera. Water quality in the region is still adversely impacted in the Wimmera Mallee region.

Concerns about catchment degradation are real and widespread. The Thomson River catchment to Melbourne’s east supplies 36% of Melbourne’s reservoir water and serious impacts were narrowly avoided on Black Saturday.

**Broader social impacts**

Social impacts will be broad and profound. Immediate health impacts occur from direct exposure to fire and smoke.

Bushfire conditions also heighten stress. Mental health issues are regarded as a significant by-product of many of the physical manifestations of climate change events. Extreme events like floods have mental health consequences, as does the long attrition involved in protracted dry weather events like drought.

Over 2,000 homes were lost during Black Saturday with devastating consequences, not just to life and property.

In such circumstances people are driven to seek temporary accommodation beyond their communities. Social networks and the social cohesion which we know promotes better responses to climate change impacts are destroyed. People have to contend with social isolation and with feelings of loss and grief.

Family violence reportedly increases after natural disasters and research is currently underway to determine the correlation between fires and relationship violence in Australia.
Quantifying losses – financial

Financial loss and costs of severe bushfires, again a partial narrative, will be significant after fires.

Scholarship out of the East Melbourne based Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) and RMIT University has assessed in detail the economic impacts of five major bushfires, by assigning financial values to environmental and social impacts and combining these with directly measureable financial losses (Figure 40).\textsuperscript{219}

Primary production is the major loss and comes in the form of agricultural assets (including buildings and fencing), loss of crops, harvestable timber and livestock.

Other substantial financial losses include the impacts on small business and tourism. A $200M downturn in tourist activity occurred in the northeast of Victoria and in Gippsland in the aftermath of the 2006-07 bushfires.\textsuperscript{221}

In addition to the losses expressed in monetary terms, we also need to be cognisant of the ‘value’ we as a community place on social losses such as disruptions to households and communities and the reduced health of individuals. Some of the greatest losses during these events were associated with the environment, such as impacts to biodiversity and the quality of our air and water.

Figure 40:
Bushfire related deaths and economic loss associated with Victorian fires.\textsuperscript{220}
Source Bushfires CRC, CfES developed infographic.
Seasonal indices are useful in analysing past fires and determining fire links with climatic conditions.

5.3 Bushfires in a changing climate

As well as assessing day-to-day risk or severity of fire weather in the State, the Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) provides an indicator of seasonal severity. It does this by summing up the Forest Fire Danger Index for every day in the fire season.

Seasonal indices are useful in analysing past fires and determining fire links with climatic conditions.

To inform this process DSE has compiled a dataset that begins in 1901. The data records the severity of each fire season and plots it against long-term climatic data, such as temperature and rainfall anomalies.

We know that during the 20th century, Victoria experienced a number of decade-long wet and dry periods.

**Dry periods and fire risk – fires are happening more often**

Dry periods result in large expanses of dry fuel and frequent fire weather.

The Millennium Drought lasted 13 years and is our most recent exposure to such conditions.

During these unprecedented dry conditions, Victorians experienced a string of severe fires, culminating in Black Saturday in 2009.

**Figure 41:**
The historic rainfall anomaly showing wet and dry periods between 1901 and 2009 with major fire events.
Source Department of Sustainability and Environment.

Severe fire seasons occur when rainfall decreases after heightened rainfall events have provided conditions in which fuel accumulates. So, the rainfall first provides the conditions in which a fire will later occur (Figure 41).
The data suggests fires are getting worse

The indices can also be used to analyse how the frequency of fires of different severity has changed over time and how the level of frequency might change in the future.

To determine this, each of the fire seasons on record was classified according to its impacts using the graduated scale: non-significant, important, serious, major and catastrophic.

Historically, the severity of fires has followed a predictable pattern.

Non-significant fire seasons were frequent - on average every second year since 1900.

Major and catastrophic fires have been rare, occurring in about 14 out of 100 years.

If we assume that the last 15 years of climate are more representative of future climate than the entire 20th century record, we see that the severity of fires in Victoria has changed in the period 1995-2009, when these events are compared to our complete record (Figure 42).\footnote{222}

When the indices data are analysed in more recent periods, it becomes clear that non-significant seasons are becoming rarer. Almost every season can be categorised as having produced fire events which can be described at least as “important”.

More concerning, the analysis of the data prompts the conclusion that “serious” and “major” fire seasons are becoming much more common.

This analysis of the data suggests that even though the number of fires may not have changed, their impacts are presently (and, upon extrapolation, in the future) expected to worsen.

It is anticipated that an increase in ‘serious’ - ‘major’ seasons may be more likely. Further - and of concern to planners, environmentalists, land managers, health professionals, governments and the general public - seasons with no significant impact may become a thing of the past.

An increase in extreme conditions as a result of climate change translates to more severe fires, more often.

Figure 42: Analysis of the occurrence and severity of bushfires in Victoria during the periods 1901-2009 and 1995-2009. When compared to the 20th century, recent years have seen an increase in occurrence of loss-causing fires.
Source Department of Sustainability and Environment.
Climate change and the danger of fire

It is self-evident that the severity of fire seasons is closely linked with low rainfall and soil dryness. Climate change, in our country, is suggested as a key driver of these conditions.

CSIRO projects from its own and other data that drier conditions will become more common in Australia in the coming years. Associated with these conditions, it would appear that fires are more likely to be ignited by lightning strike connected to increasing storm activity. The implication of these climatic projections, based as they are upon scientific analysis, is that the discernible trend of increasingly severe fire seasons is likely to continue (Figure 43).

Expressing this shift in fire danger by reference to the index rating tool, the number of days with Forest Fire Danger Index ratings of greater than 25 may increase across a range of 4-25% by 2020. By 2050 the range of increased risk may be 15-70% (Figure 44).

The relationship between climate and bushfires fire is complex. This means that relatively small changes in temperature and rainfall have the potential to lead to large effects on the occurrence, intensity and impacts of fire. Such uncertainties call for robust planning approaches which recognise the implications of inaction.

Figure 43: The trend in fire severity in Victoria shows an increase. Source Department of Sustainability and Environment.

Figure 44: Projected increase in fire weather conditions in 2030 and 2050. Source Bushfire CRC, CIES developed infographic.
5.4 Bushfire risks in Victoria

Can we reduce fire impacts?

The VBRC recommended that the planning and building systems more explicitly respond to bushfire considerations. Central to this is ensuring that the necessary regulatory responses are triggered by an accurate assessment of the bushfire hazard according to criteria based on the best available science. Such mapping is the important foundation for ensuring that the existence of a bushfire hazard is explicitly recognised and that the appropriate risk assessments, through either a planning or building system response, is undertaken.

The approach above is now being taken forward, with updated mapping being prepared and extensive regulatory reform in both the planning and building systems being implemented in 2011. Such reforms reinforce the way in which planning and building can reduce the impacts of bushfire on human life, property and community infrastructure.

Controlled burning

‘Controlled burning’ is often recommended as the most appropriate method of reducing the number of extreme fires.

Successive state governments have committed to burning 5% of public land annually, as was recommended by the VBRC. Regardless of the political persuasion of the administration driving the target this plan has drawn criticism as arbitrary and inappropriate to the needs of many local communities and ecological systems. The final report of Bushfires Royal Commission Implementation Monitor recommended that this target – based solely on hectares burnt – be reviewed. The report commented that “a true test of the effectiveness of the planned burning program is the extent to which the severity of bushfire is reduced in high risk areas and bushfires are more manageable in these areas” and advocated that risk reduction, rather that area, be used to define controlled burning targets.

Given the likelihood of increasing occurrence of fires in the future, identifying risks from extreme fires, both to communities and ecosystems, and reducing exposure where possible, is crucial.

Reduction of exposure

Reductions in exposure lessen impacts and this need is being met by land buy-backs and the prevention of building on at-risk sites.

Evidence indicates that 92% of house loss occurs within 150 metres of the bushfire hazard. Beyond this area house loss can also occur from long distance embers affected by extreme weather and fire behaviour. In Victoria there are new rules about clearing and maintaining defendable space around buildings.
Unsurprisingly, severity of fires has been observed to be strongly correlated with greatest losses \(^{233}\) including biodiversity losses (e.g. the Grampians, and Great Dividing Range fires).\(^{234}\) Bushfire management, including controlled burning, can reduce fire severity, reducing the exposure of communities and ecosystems to code-red fires and their attendant impacts. However, this needs to be sensitive to local ecological requirements and their natural burning regimes, which will often be much longer (decades rather than years) than the timed target burns currently being imposed.

Responses seeking to minimise fire ignition and intensity through active land management, for the protection of biodiversity will be discussed in greater detail in the *Victorian State of Environment Report (2013).*

**Identifying risks**

Identifying fire risks is essential for planning for the future.

Victoria is quickly moving to a more consistent and streamlined identification of the bushfire hazard for the purpose of regulatory planning and building responses. In line with recommendations from the VBRC, updated criteria based on the best available science and applied consistently by skilled technicians forms the basis for updated mapping in the planning system (Bushfire Management Overlay) and the building system (Bushfire Prone Area).

Unlike many other hazard-based mapping products, mapping in the planning and building systems are readily available on publically accessed websites and provide State-wide information. This is owing to the effect they have on property rights and people’s entitlements to develop their land. This also means that planning and building systems are often taken as proxies for other systems and processes, particularly those that seek to identify risk rather than hazard.

Mapping the bushfire hazard according to consistent criteria that responds to the purpose of the map (in this case, triggered regulatory response in the planning and building systems) provides a firm basis for regulatory systems to consider risk as part of the development approval process (either a building permit or a planning permit).\(^{235}\)
The public can access a web interface which maps the proximity of homes to bushfire prone areas and refuge areas. This mapping of bushfire-prone areas is a valuable tool in making planning decisions.

The approach in Victoria provides for three tiers of bushfire hazard identification:

- Low – No building or planning response.
- Medium – Building system response only.
- High – Planning system and building system response together.

This tiered approach ensures that the regulatory tools available are tailored to the hazard.

Consistent with the recommendations of the VBRC, updated mapping has been accompanied by regulatory reform to the Victoria Planning Provisions, planning schemes and the building regulations. These make much more explicit the policy response to the different levels of bushfire hazard identified in the mapping, the risk assessments which must be undertaken, and the impacts this has on securing more fire-resilient development.

The State Planning Policy for bushfire (Clause 13.05 of planning schemes across Victoria) explicitly requires that the bushfire hazard be identified on the basis of the best available science. As this science improves, including in relation to the impacts of climate change, the regulatory systems will need to be responsive.

The VBRC delivered the basis for improving the capacity to protect life and property and respond to future fire events. The next challenge is building on these far reaching reforms to incorporate amplified risks due to climate change factors.

Responding to the VBRC, the Victorian Government has released maps of newly classified Bushfire-Prone Areas (BPAs). As these are defined by the presence of flammable vegetation, they cover approximately 80% of the state. The BPA scheme is a tool for applying fire regulations and is not intended to inform the public about present day or future projected, climate propelled fire risks.

The public can access a web interface which maps the proximity of homes to bushfire prone areas and refuge areas. This mapping of bushfire-prone areas is a valuable tool in making planning decisions.

Landowners or developers seeking to construct new homes in designated bushfire-prone areas now need to meet new regulations in order to build.
Comprehensive risk mapping in Victoria

DSE has used the bushfire characterisation model Phoenix-Rapidfire to model the location of areas at greatest risk from code-red level bushfires, assuming that there is no fire management regime in place.

This reveals where the most significant impacts – defined here as property losses – are likely to be felt (Figure 45).

**Victoria 5km Modelled Bushfire Ignition Grid**

Max Risk - No Fire History
Ash Wednesday Weather
No Suppression

This work is invaluable for public awareness and education to ensure understanding of the risk to life and property from bushfire. It would compliment more detailed specific purpose mapping including those used in regulatory systems.

The benefits to Victoria of DSE research into fire regimes have been demonstrated in a pilot project focusing on the Otway region. This pilot has evaluated how fire management options affect outcomes for community protection, biodiversity and water. Although further research is still needed to validate model outcomes, this is providing crucial insights into setting priorities when weighing up competing demands and managing for several objectives. Such insights will be vital when engaging with communities to set priorities for risk reduction.

Initiatives of this nature are also vital in moving beyond the purely responsive management of fire impacts towards rigorous testing of management strategies under a range of conditions and building capacity to engage in adaptive management. Although climate change scenarios are not explicitly included, it is possible to incorporate these events into decision making processes to progressively incorporate greater resilience into our fire planning and response capacity as our knowledge of changes in climatic features develops.
Although it is relatively simple to quantify potential fire loses in terms of burnt properties, less tangible impacts are harder to include and local community values are absent from the current mapping of Victorian bushfire-prone areas.

An approach that will allow greater integration of these values into risk assessments is the planned inclusion of fire-risk planning into the proposed National Data Grid (NDG). The NDG, hosted in Carlton by the Cooperative Research Centre for Spatial information (CRC SI) seeks to provide an Australia-wide platform to integrate data from numerous providers across the country and create a portal through which users can combine and interrogate data.

Further, and in our own region, as part of its fire management planning, the Emergency Services Commission, Victoria, has created a Consequence of Loss database that maps economic, infrastructure and environmental assets that are prone to fire damage.

Using this database, areas containing high-value natural and built assets can be identified using consistent criteria.

These data were originally intended to be made available for use by local planners to identify assets that are of high value in local emergency planning (for example, timber bridges that act as a sole transport link for a community). However, before this system could be implemented the Black Saturday fires occurred and the project was not completed as planned.

The Emergency Services Commission now intends to integrate this database into the proposed National Grid to create consistent data inputs to mapping areas of high value (and therefore high risk) from natural disasters.

Instructive international and other national examples of fire risk communication

Approaches that include educating those at risk to better understand their risk exposure, communicating the messages with more clarity and more forcefully and measuring community values are being pursued in several jurisdictions around the world.

USA

In the southern USA, the Southern Wildfire Risk Assessment (SWRA) project is being used to communicate bushfire risks for 13 states.

This initiative identifies those areas most prone to fires and provides several risk output metrics. These metrics are focused on identifying those areas where mitigation measures will be of greatest value and should be prioritized.

Moreover, the outputs from SWRA are used as a tool to facilitate communication with residents to educate and address community needs and priorities. Many southern states use the SWRA results for local government agency partnerships for both mitigation planning, prevention and outreach.
In Texas, the initial SWRA has been updated and deployed using a web mapping application called the Texas Wildfire Risk Assessment Portal, or Tovern Rap (tx-rap). TxWRAP provides several custom geo-web and geo-mobile applications that provide easy access to the risk information for mitigation and prevention planning. The applications have been built for non-GIS users (including the public) and providing analysis capabilities for analysing risk data for specific project areas. The suite of applications are focused on state and local government fire agencies usage, and are a primary mechanism for the Texas Forest Service to create awareness, educate the public, and empower ranchers and agencies with proactive fire planning.

This tool enables the assessments generated by the State of Texas to be presented to members of the public and local agencies via a web portal that allows users to view risk levels at high resolution.

The primary drivers for this work were demands for a formal regulatory process using risk assessment as the primary mechanism for mitigation and to provide a relatively simple mechanism for local planners and fire managers to access and assess this information.

Figure 47 is an example output from this portal. The Public Viewer application provides a tool that helps local homeowners determine their risk, providing general mitigation guidelines, and connecting them to a local planner where they can get more detailed information. This is referred to as the What’s Your Risk? tool.

This portal offers a much higher resolution of fire risk than a straightforward presentation of the presence of flammable vegetation.

This level of detail aids more rigorous planning by both communities and resource managers.

TxWRAP was released in April 2012. In the first three months the site has had high usage and traffic and has helped the Texas Forest Service forge partnerships with many other Texas agencies, fire departments and private landowners in establishing mitigation and prevention programs that were not possible before. Enhancements to the site are underway to provide more applications focused on specific planning priorities and business requirements.
This model contains an explicit consideration of values that will be affected by fires to assess risks.

So, high-risk areas are defined not only by the likelihood of severe fires but also reference a grading of loss exposure.

Potential fire impacts are assessed in terms of damage to agriculture and infrastructure and penetration of fire into urban areas.

Similar projects have been carried out in many fire-prone jurisdictions in the USA where agencies have worked with consulting firms to identify high-risk zones that incorporate community values which extend beyond straightforward property and financial losses. GIS analysis and web portals are routinely used to improve public access to the information.

**Parks Tasmania**

Closer to home, Parks TAS have developed a similar risk assessment model that integrates fire likelihood with metrics of consequence. This expands on SWRA because, alongside agricultural and infrastructure losses, it includes the impact of fire on ecosystem components (flora, fauna and water) and cultural heritage, enabling the community to define consequences of fire that are aligned with their own values and develop risk mitigation measures accordingly.
Planning and education

Victoria is home to world class expertise in identifying and assessing bushfire risks in a changing climate. As this capacity to identify high-risk, and climate change exposed areas increases, options for retreat and adaptive planning will need to be clearly explored and explained to the public.

Controlled burning, when guided by appropriate risk management is an important tool to reduce fuel loads and the intensity of naturally occurring bushfires but should not be used in isolation. An integrated approach to reducing risks from fire also includes government intervention to reduce exposure in the highest risk areas (for example, planning regulations or the current relocation policy) and public education.

In at risk areas there needs to be greater engagement with communities across the whole spectrum of issues – from readily understood and immediate fire risk to climate change exposure and eventualities.

At present, Victoria uses the Prepare, Act, Survive approach in which householders must decide to either invest in the resources to defend their property during a fire or leave well before a fire starts. As part of this, the CFA advise that homes will not be defendable during a Code Red fire.

As peri-urban areas expand, and some people choose a rural lifestyle setting, the exposure to bushfire risk can be increased. New residents can be unfamiliar with the environmental context and hazards associated with non-urban locations. These populations can become increasingly vulnerable to fires.241

As well as reducing exposure wherever possible, through regulation and planning and building controls, we need to deliver coordinated education and training for those choosing to live in high-risk peri-urban and bush areas.

A policy of this nature is only appropriate when communities are capable of identifying fire conditions, and anticipating likely conditions for a Code Red fire - when they are empowered to act autonomously and respond appropriately to minimise loss of life during fires. With education and training, an approach of devolved responsibility will be appropriate for the majority of fire events.

CSIRO reports that weather associated with high fire danger has shown a rapid increase in the late 1990s to early 2000s at many locations in south-eastern Australia.242 Climate projections for a hotter and drier state, mean we should continue our efforts for fire preparedness, including support for community responses and state-wide processes to assist and protect people.
CHAPTER SIX - HEATWAVES

More Australians die from heatwaves than from any other form of natural disaster and heat events have killed more people than any other natural hazard experienced in Australia over the past 200 years. And, heatwaves do not pass with the setting of the sun, rather we are seeing increasing instances of hotter nights.

6.1 The heatwave experience

The January 2009 Victorian heatwaves (temperatures were 12-15 degrees above normal) hastened the deaths of 374 people. South Australia experienced contemporaneous heat events. Perth has experienced eight heat events in the period November 2011 to March 2012. The CSIRO State of the Climate 2012 report says that heatwaves will be a problem of increasing frequency and intensity across the continent (Figure 48). There is a clear public policy need to formulate an adaptation plan for heat related impacts.

Beyond our own heatwave data, heatwaves internationally have contributed to large scale deaths, such as the 2003 European heatwave in which around 52,000 Europeans died, including more than 14,800 deaths in France alone.

However, it is not only humans who are impacted, it is also the natural estate.

In the agricultural sector production, livestock and crop losses have long been a product of heatwaves and management interventions and long-term planning is necessary.

The key public policy issue for heatwaves is to ensure our community, particularly our vulnerable members and our health systems and our urban centres, agriculture sectors and infrastructure are more resilient and/or more adaptive to heatwave conditions.

Future heatwave events

Hot drying periods are expected to become more frequent and more intense due to climate change. Increased monthly mean temperatures and also increased extremes of high temperature are expected to occur producing more frequent and more intense heatwaves.

For IPCC/CSIRO scenarios where there are continuing high-emission levels of greenhouse gases, the incidence of days over 35°C is predicted to increase by around three times for Melbourne by the end of the 21st century.

ix Victoria’s highest temperature on record is 48.8°C on 7 February 2009.

x Prolonged periods of high temperature durations.
On 30 January 2009, Melbourne’s daily mean temperature* exceeded 35°C for the first time in history.

Notable temperatures: 2009 heat wave:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>7 FEB 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>13 JAN 1939</td>
<td>previous record high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>30 JAN 2009</td>
<td>daily max temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>30 JAN 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>29 JAN 2009</td>
<td>overnight low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*daily mean temperature is the average hourly temperature readings throughout the day

Notable health statistics: 2009 heat wave:

- 374 heat-related deaths
- 25% increase in total emergency cases
- 46% increase in emergency cases on the hottest 3 days
- 2.8 fold increase in cardiac arrest cases

Days over 35°C per year in Victoria (existing and projected):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2070</th>
<th>2100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 days</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>27 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 47:
Source Department of Health, CSIRO. CIES developed infographic.

This change in the climate will impact different places in different ways – as the study of heatwaves suggests is the case.

In city settings we will see the number of hot days compounded by the urban heat island effect.
6.2 Impact of heatwaves

Our cities in heatwaves

Heatwaves, including the phenomenon of increasing hot nights, in respect of which the elderly are particularly vulnerable, are intensified by the urban heat island phenomenon.

The urban heat island is created through the absorption of heat by materials such as concrete and asphalt, which in high density areas, such as metropolitan Melbourne, result in temperature increase. Heat generated by energy usage also contributes to the urban heat island effect.

This phenomenon was first described in the early 1800’s by Luke Howard a pharmacist/chemist who wrote in *The Climate of London*:

> But the temperature of the city is not to be considered as that of the climate. It partakes too much of an artificial warmth, induced by its structure, by a crowded population and consumption of great quantities of fuel.

People in Heatwaves

Recent modelling of a ‘business as usual’ climate change scenario for Melbourne suggests that by the middle of the twenty-first century, there could be a death toll two to three times higher in the most extreme heat events than we have experienced to this point (Figure 48).

This modelling projects that climate change will be the main contributing factor to heat-related deaths by 2050.

*By 2050 heat-related deaths could be 2 to 3 times higher in Melbourne, with about 80% of this increase being attributed to climate change.*

*Figure 48: Price Waterhouse Coopers, Protecting Human Health and Safety during severe and extreme heat events 2011.*
The impact of heat on human health is not well understood. To survive the human core-body temperature needs to remain around 37°C. If the body produces or absorbs more heat than it can remove through sweating the core-body temperature will increase (Figure 49).

**Figure 49:**
Source Climate Commission, 2011.253

The most common causes of death seen during heatwaves are related to cardiac conditions, asthma and other respiratory illness, kidney disease, diabetes, nervous system diseases and cancer. For those people already in vulnerable circumstances – for instance those with health problems (such as people on medication or with pre-existing illness and/ or injury), older people and low socioeconomic groups – the heat only exacerbates their vulnerability.

The capacity to respond to the physical and psychological effects of heatwaves is compounded by the fact that health services are heavily impacted during heatwaves and much of the impact of heatwaves is felt at night as heat does not abate. Services including ambulance call outs, emergency department presentations, and nurse on call services receive additional requests during heatwaves to deal with heat-stress patients.
Heat related psychological affects on people

Less commonly known, is that heatwaves have been associated with psychological health impacts. Mental illness is becoming more common in Australia. In any given year, one in five Australians suffers from a mental disorder of some kind, potentially making millions of people more vulnerable to mental ill-health in an increasingly hostile climate.\textsuperscript{204}

The emotional and psychological toll of extreme weather events and natural disasters can linger for months and sometimes years, affecting extended families, people’s capacity to work and community wellbeing. Higher rates of drug and alcohol misuse, violence, family dissolution, and suicide have been marked as ‘more likely’ to follow more extreme weather events. Evidence is beginning to emerge that drought and heat waves lead to higher rates of self-harm and suicide - as much as 8\% higher.\textsuperscript{205} An increase in violence and anti-social behaviour is also a potential implication of heatwaves, particularly when alcohol is involved.\textsuperscript{206} Recent studies also indicate a correlation between very hot and humid conditions and hospital admissions for facial fractures. Victoria Police have commented that they need to consider the operational implications of hotter conditions.\textsuperscript{207}

People most vulnerable to heatwaves

Heatwaves can affect anybody, including the young and healthy. However, there are certain groups that are more vulnerable to its effects due to factors such as their age group, health, environment, social and economic circumstances, location or occupation.

During the 2009 Victorian heatwave most of the increase in mortality occurred in people aged 75 or older.\textsuperscript{208} An analysis of heat-related emergency department data identified and assessed heat vulnerability in Victoria, showed people aged 65 years or more were significantly more likely to present to an emergency department in Melbourne with a heat-related condition than people from other age groups. Adding to this, people who have a medical condition and people taking medicines that affect the way the body reacts to heat are vulnerable to extreme heat events. Lower socio-economic groups are particularly vulnerable to heat as they have a higher prevalence of heat related health risk factors and tend to live in some of the most heat exposed parts of the city. They also have fewer financial resources to invest in climate adaptation actions, such as the installation of air conditioning, and are more likely to live in rental properties with limited capacity to undertake building improvements. Heatwaves are also known to affect mood and psychological well being, impair concentration and make people feel lethargic. This only adds to the heat related health risk for lower socio-economic groups, further compounding the already well established link between social disadvantage, deprivation and poor health outcomes.
Figure 50:
Map showing land surface temperatures (LST) of metropolitan Melbourne was derived from Landsat TM data collected on 10 December 2006. Image obtained from Geoscience Australia and processed/analysed by CSIRO. Map showing percentage of low income households is based on ABS Census 2006 data and census collector districts, with low income defined as equivalised household income between $1-399/week.
Impact of heatwaves on our natural assets

Severe heatwaves can have serious impacts on the health of native species, particularly when heatwaves coincide with long periods of drought. The Victorian heatwaves in January and February 2009 resulted in the emaciation and deaths of several species including Grey-headed Flying-foxes and possums, particularly Ringtail Possums. Other animals known to suffer from heatwaves include koalas and bird species. Juveniles are often at most risk from extreme heat periods.

Native flora is also threatened by heatwaves. Seedlings, in particular, are at risk from the combination of heatwaves and drought. In addition, the increased occurrence of extreme events is likely to lead to shifts in the composition of vegetation and the loss of habitat.

Biodiversity loss

Whilst many Australian species are adapted to cope with occasional heatwave events, the projected increase in the severity and frequency of heatwaves is likely to have significant consequences for Victoria’s native flora and fauna, with greater heat-related mortality rates expected in the future. Heatwave events resulting in high mortalities are of particular concern for threatened species already subject to a range of pressures. For example, the 2010 Western Australia heatwaves resulted in significant deaths of the Carnaby’s Cockatoo. The population of this endangered cockatoo has declined dramatically in recent years and such losses further increase the risk of extinction.

Impacts of Victoria’s 2009 heatwaves on Grey-headed Flying-fox

Grey-headed Flying-foxes are sensitive to extreme temperatures because they tend to roost on exposed branches of canopy trees. During January and February 2009, two heatwaves resulted in the deaths of 4,868 flying-foxes from the Yarra Bend colony. This included 3,539 flying-fox deaths on 7 February when temperatures reached 46.4°C.

The mass mortality of Grey-headed Flying-fox during extreme heat events has been recorded elsewhere in eastern Australia. At least 19 other heat-related mortality events have been reported since 1994, resulting in over 24,000 Grey-headed Flying-fox deaths. This includes the death of 4,800 Grey-headed Flying-foxes after an extreme heat event in Sydney, in early January 2006. Before 1994, there were only three reported mass die-offs in eastern Australia, suggesting that these events have become more common and could be attributed to an increased occurrence of heatwaves.
Heatwave effects - agriculture

Victorian agricultural industries face a greater challenge of adapting to heatwaves than in many other parts of Australia.265

Victorian agriculture comprises cropping, beef and dairy, wool production, and a complex array of horticulture. Agriculture is worth billions of dollars to the Victorian economy and is vital for regional communities.
Heatwave intervention – livestock

Heat impacts on livestock performance, health and welfare is becoming a serious issue especially for Australian dairy farmers. The effects of heat stress include a drop in milk production, reduced herd fertility and lower milk protein and fat tests. It can also trigger weight losses and create health problems (Figure 51).

Simple steps like shade and water provision in farm management practice are important for animal welfare and livestock production. Livestock production increases when they have access to shade.

Other agriculture management intervention methods for heatwaves include; changes to milking times, access to cool drinking water at all times, changes to paddock rotation, developing a summer nutrition program and altering mating management.

Heatwave intervention – horticulture and viticulture

Crop production in Victoria includes the grain industry (wheat, barley, canola, field peas and other grains), the horticulture and viticulture industries (vegetables, fruit – particularly pome fruit, citrus, stone fruit and berries, nuts and grapes).

Extreme heat can cause crops such as wheat to age faster and reduce yields.

Increases in heatwaves present challenges for growing crops in Victoria. Heatwave impacts from the Victorian 2009 heatwaves included fruit that was downgraded because of reduced storage-life and a smaller size and substantial product loss in the pear and apple industries (Figure 50). On 7 February 2009 temperatures reached 46.1°C at Shepparton in the Goulburn Valley, Victoria. Growers reported losses due to apple sunburn of 30 – 70%, and some crops were not even harvested in the Goulburn Valley. Flesh of the worst affected fruit turned soft, while other fruit had sunburn patches on those surfaces most exposed to sunlight. Damage was greatest on sun-exposed fruit, where fruit temperatures of up to 60°C were recorded.

Estimates of losses in viticulture during the 2009 South-East Australian heatwave, were not always related just to the heat exceeding certain thresholds. Management practices employed in the lead up and through the event also played a part. Encouraging management approaches such as good canopy growth and shading of potentially exposed fruit, is important in reducing heat damage.
6.3 Innovation and development

People-centred

Heatwaves can affect anyone. Heat related illness can range in severity, from mild conditions such as rash or cramps to more serious and life threatening ones such as heat stroke. Heatwaves can also exacerbate pre existing medical conditions such as heart disease. Ensuring the community is informed, supported and protected from the health impact of extreme heat will minimise the health impacts of these events.

Without appropriate knowledge, planning, preparation and resources, people, especially those most vulnerable, put their physical and psychological health, and potentially their lives at risk.

Heatwave intervention methods include heat health alerts and education, cooling centres, building retrofits, cool roofs and urban forests.

Heat health alerts

The Victorian Heat Health Alert System (HHAS) notifies internal and external stakeholders of forecast heatwave conditions which are likely to impact on human health. Heat health alerts are activated when forecast temperatures from the Bureau of Meteorology are indicated to exceed a heat health temperature threshold or over prolonged consecutive periods of excess heat as this can still impact on health and community services. Heat health thresholds in northern Victoria are higher than heat health thresholds in the southern part of Victoria.

An alert can be issued statewide or district specific. The alerts contain information on when the temperature is forecast to exceed the threshold and the district the alert is based on. It is then expected that internal and external stakeholders respond in accordance with local heatwave plans and operational protocols to ensure safe service provision and business continuity.

The alert is sent by Victoria’s Chief Health Officer via email and is also made available on the Chief Health Officer’s website. The broader community can apply to receive a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed from the Chief Health Officer’s website or heat health information via the Better Health Channel free iPhone application.

Municipal councils in Victoria have developed local Heatwave Plans. The department provides resources such as the Heatwave Planning Guide and the Heatwave plan review tool to assist local councils. Most plans sit with the council Municipal Public Health Plan.

Cooling centres

Cooling centres provide an environment for residents to retreat from the heat. Cooling centres may provide residents with air-conditioning, shade and/or water, located at various places like community centres, libraries or unoccupied schools during summer. Across Victoria a number of cooling centres have been allocated or trialled.
Beechworth Health Service has established a series of ‘Cool Relief’ centres across Beechworth, Yackandandah and Tangambalanga and it is anticipated that the concept will extend across the Indigo Shire.

Retrofits providing natural ventilation
In Moreland, the Kinda Cooling project is an initiative from the Moreland Energy Foundation Limited to make kindergarten buildings more comfortable, particularly in summer, using blinds on north-facing windows, fans, cross ventilation and night purging. This design reduces the reliance of air-conditioning, and is a critical step to avoid heat stress impacts associated with electricity blackouts in heatwaves (refer to the Infrastructure chapter). The retrofit is more energy-efficient and cost-saving for the community-run kindergarten than the alternative of installing an air-conditioner with high capital and on-going energy costs while also providing the benefits of a cool environment for the children during heatwaves.

Urban-centred: Cool roofs
A cool roof is one that reflects heat and emits absorbed radiation at a higher rate than standard materials. Cool roof or white roof projects as they are also known – because of the white solar-reflective paint used – are becoming more popular and adopted internationally because of the many benefits they provide in reducing the heat absorption of buildings. The benefits of cool roofs include reducing the community’s urban heat island effect, lower maintenance and use of air-conditioning thus reducing electricity bills and amongst other benefits cool roofs keep buildings cooler and at a more constant temperature – reducing human heat health stresses.

The Moreland kindergartens retrofit included the painting of its large tin roof with a heat reflective paint to reduce heat absorption in the building. The cool roof has contributed to the overall benefits of the retrofit. The ArtPlay building at Birrarung Marr has taken steps to reduce building heat through painting its roof white. The ArtPlay building cool roof has meant children are not sent home because it’s too hot in the building and has contributed to programs being able to be run longer, benefiting the people who occupy the building.

Urban forests
Urban forests are a key contributor to quality urban environments providing shade through canopy cover, improving air quality, reducing the urban heat island effect, improving biodiversity and aesthetics of the urban environment.

To future proof Melbourne’s western suburbs from the urban heat island effect during the day, an urban forest project called Greening the West has been developed by City West Water. With Melbourne’s western suburbs being generally hotter and drier than the rest of the city and its community being poorer in health, this project aims to minimise the urban heat island effect, improve air quality, improve the environment and health status of Melbourne’s west through increasing vegetation and tree canopy cover through its suburbs.
The City of Melbourne has developed the *Urban Forest Strategy* to reduce the impact of the urban heat island effect. The *Urban Forest Strategy* aims to use trees and vegetation to reduce city temperatures, day and night. The council’s draft *Urban Forest Strategy* and draft *Open Space Strategy* will ensure healthier, greener and more resilient landscapes and open spaces over the next 100 years. Following more than a decade of drought, severe water restrictions and periods of extreme heat, combined with an ageing tree stock, the city’s trees were under immense stress and many were in a state of accelerated decline.\(^{279}\) This has been addressed.

Under construction in Milan, Italy is Bosco Verticale, the world’s first vertical forest, an apartment tower, with each apartment having a balcony planted with trees (Figure 53). In the summer, the trees will shade the windows and filter the city’s dust and in the winter, sunlight will shine through the bare branches. The architect, Stefano Boeri says that building such a tower adds only 5% to construction costs. The architect notes that if the units were to be constructed unstacked as stand-alone units across a single surface, the project would require 50,000 square meters of land, and 10,000 square meters of woodland.\(^{280}\)

Figure 53: Bosco Verticale, Milan.\(^ {281}\)

In the *Living Melbourne, Living Victoria Roadmap* developed by the Living Victoria Ministerial Advisory Council, the council proposed a vision as a starting point for improving water resources management which would contribute to a more liveable, sustainable and productive Melbourne.

The council noted that water management plays an important role in underpinning the vitality and prosperity of the city through, amongst other things, supporting green landscapes that significantly enhance urban amenity and help to combat the impacts of the urban heat island effect. Further linkages between urban water management and urban liveability were also addressed by the council.\(^ {282}\)
CONCLUSION

I began this paper with a list of recent highly authoritative commentaries about climate change, its impacts, and our role in its production. This Climate Change Foundation Paper adds to the expanding range of reports on climate change issues.

Concerns about climate change are firming. They are not evaporating. We are tracking at the higher end of earlier projections.

In Australia we are vulnerable. In Victoria our seaboard, our biodiversity, our infrastructure are all at risk. Native species and agricultural production are both exposed. The risk of extreme events is elevated.

Impacts cascade and compound. We have described such scenarios in this paper. To read them is to be deeply concerned.

Calls have been made for “aggressive” intervention. The situation we confront clearly warrants such a response across all tiers of government, industry sectors and the broader community.

In accordance with the legislation which guides my office, recommendations will be made in the State of the Environment Report.
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